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《趣说金融史》徐明星,李霁月,顾泽辉 著
An Interesting History of Finance by Xu Mingxing, Li Jiyue and Gu Zehui
9787521734560|264p|59.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.9| all rights available
Crossing 5,000 years of financial history, An Interesting
History of Finance narrates 14 key events in financial history,
accompanied by 109 illustrations, to presents the origin,
development, and future of finance in a vivid, interesting and easy
way.
From Sumerian accounting clay tablets to Medici family's
financial empire, the financial system in the imperial era rose and
fell alternately. From the East India Company to the birth of the first
central bank, modern finance developed with light and shadow; from
the failure of the Bretton Woods system to Venezuela's inflation,
contemporary finance has been caught in the cycle of dreams and bubbles; from bitcoin to
blockchain, there will be many possibilities for the future of finance. This book will take you deep
into the magnificent financial history, tell you more interesting and meaningful financial stories, and
predict the coming new financial era.
Xu Mingxing, founder of OKG Technology Holdings Limited and director of the Blockchain
Working Committee of Beijing Youth Internet Association. His works include Blockchain: Reshape
the Economy and the World, Illustrated Blockchain, and Token Economy, and he has led the creation
of a series of popular science animations, such as Blockchain and the Future.
Li Jiyue, a financial writer, is the author of Illustrated Blockchain and Token Economy.
Gu Zehui, an observer in business and finance, has worked for Baidu, Alibaba and other companies.

《名画中的金融史》刘晓乐 著
Financial History in Famous Paintings by Liu Xiaole
9787521731880|522p|128.00|230mm x 155mm|2021.10|all rights available
The painting art is the solidified history of mankind, a silent
language and an important carrier of national culture. With the
development and transformation of painting art, the connotations
and forms of finance are gradually changing with the pace of the
times. From the perspective of history and geography, the
development of art cannot be separated from the influence of
economy and finance.
Under the background of history and reality, the diverse and
complicated relationship between painting art and finance is
gradually revealed in the time and space where the creators live. The
author explores the inherent causal relationship of them, reconstructs a historical picture, and gives
1
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a convincing and unique historical explanation.
Financial History in Famous Paintings, taking world-famous paintings as the breakthrough
point, and through the cross-border integration of “Appreciation of Famous Paintings + Historical
Stories + Financial Perspective”, tells the brief history of money and finance, the emergence of
financial institutions and the formation of financial system, the establishment of financial systems
and financial crisis, etc., expounds the evolution and application of finance from a cross-border
perspective, and reveals the logic of financial development, so as to shed more light to our current
financial life.
Liu Xiaole is currently the deputy general manager of the business department of Bank of Ningxia.
He was born in Yinchuan, Ningxia in November 1975. After graduating from the Finance
Department of Hebei University of Economics and Business, he got an MBA degree from Ningxia
University and an MPA degree from University of Illinois Chicago (UIC) respectively. He has
worked in Ningxia Branch of Agricultural Bank of China and Bank of Ningxia for many years,
responsible for accounting operation, credit management, financial investment and other posts. In
the 12 years engaged in asset management, he accumulated rich experience in financial investment
and practical operation.

《未来算法：下一个十年赢在计算思维》诸葛越 著
Computational Thinking by Zhuge Yue
9787521730418|344p|69.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.6|16,000 copies| All rights available
Computational thinking, in short, is the way of thinking in which
computers solve problems. After learning the computational thinking,
you can see through the Internet world and how AI works, namely, a
method to solve massive complicated problems. Computational
thinking will provide you with a modern communication language,
which helps you optimize your daily life and work, and helps you
solve complicated problems in your life. With easy-to-understand
language and lively examples, this book introduces new knowledge
about “Future Algorithms”, with emphasis on analyzing several basic
future algorithms such as sorting, classification, search and recursion,
describes the definitions and applications of data structure, pattern recognition, abstraction and
optimization, and puts forward a new concept of “Computational Thinking”, which will provide you
with a brand-new perspective to see the world, so that you can master the mystery of modern
information operation and win in the next decade.
Zhuge Yue, VP Research & Development, General Manager at Hulu Beijing. She used to be cofounder and CEO of Landscape Mobile, senior product director at Yahoo Global R&D Center in
Beijing, and general project manager of Microsoft Beijing R&D Center. She’s also a computer
scientist, columnist of “How to Cultivate Future-Oriented Children” for the app “iGet”. She has
been selected as one of the 2020 Women in Tech List of Forbes China.
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《从 1G 到 5G：移动通信如何改变世界》王建宙 著
From 1G to 5G: How Mobile Communication Changes the World by Wang Jianzhou
9787521729221|271p|59.00|230mm x 155mm|2021.6|11,000 copies| All rights available
The author selects the exciting shining moments in the history
of mobile communication to confide the true feelings of the people
in the communication industry in the past decades. This book reviews
and analyzes the history of world communication, describes the
details of the collision of elite thoughts in the global communication
industry, and reviews and discusses the development and decline of
global telecom giants in the past decades. It also contains the
ideological precipitation and expectation for the mobile industry
based on his own experience.
From 1G to 5G, looking back at several generations of history
and looking forward to the future of communication industry, this book aims to help and
inspire readers to deeply understand 5G, grasp the development context of the era of mobile
communication and Internet, and energize business and social development.
Wang Jianzhou, former director of the Planning Department of the Ministry of Posts and
Telecommunications, director of the Comprehensive Planning Department of the Ministry of
Industry and Information Technology, chairman and president of China Unicom, chairman and
president of China Mobile. After retirement, he served as a senior consultant at the Global System
for Mobile Communications Association (GSMA).

《创造新需求：软价值引领企业创新与中国经济转型》滕泰 著
Creating New Demand: Soft Value Leading Enterprise Innovation and China's Economic
Transformation by Teng Tai
9787521726749|360p|69.00|230mm x 155mm|2021.1|13,000 copies| All rights available
How to create new demands in the era of soft values when
scientific and technological innovation drives economic development?
Starting from hundreds of cases at home and abroad, this book has
found highly operable rules to create new demands, such as improving
the effectiveness of product R&D investment with venture capital
thinking, expanding cognitive groups with flow thinking, and
enhancing experience value by leading lifestyles, which can not only
make emerging industries bloom, but also make traditional industries
rejuvenate.
In addition, as the key to smoothen the domestic circulation, how
to expand domestic demands has become the top priority of China's economic transformation and
development in the future. Under the circumstances that the traditional fiscal deficit has reached a
3
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new high and we cannot adopt a deluge of strong stimulus monetary policies, new thinking is needed
in the expansion. People's new demands for quality life cannot be met by traditional methods of
value creation, and the value subjects of products are gradually shifting to “soft values” such as
R&D, design, brand and experience. The theory of soft values and its practical exploration in
creating new demands are not only a powerful weapon for enterprise innovation and transformation
in the new period, but also a “new demand economics” leading the smooth circulation of China’s
economy.
Teng Tai, Ph.D., economist, chairman of WinBro Asset Management Co., Ltd., president of Wanb
Institute, and proponent of the new supply economics and the soft value theory. His works include
New Wealth Theory, The Wealth of People, New Supply Economics, Soft Wealth, Soft Value, New
Dividend, and New Supply Economics: Promoting Structural Transformation by Reform.
Zhang Haibing, vice president of Wanb Institute, former deputy editor-in-chief of Information
Morning Post. He has conducted in-depth research on new economy theories and industrial
transformation, presided over or participated in many industrial development projects of local
governments, and is a co-author of New Dividend.

《金融科技知识图谱》 金融科技理论与应用研究小组 著
Fintech Glossary the Book by Research Group of Fintech Glossary and Illustration
9787521725452|348p|79.00|230mm x 155mm|2021.3|6,000 copies| All rights available
By defining and describing related terms and examples of the
fintech industry, Fintech Glossary the Book builds a knowledge map of
fintech, providing readers with more professional knowledge and cases
with more reference value, helping the financial publics and users to
understand the latest hot topics of global financial technology and learn
the future trend of fintech, helping cross-disciplinary people get started
quickly and understand the whole picture of fintech, improving the
quality of the public in financial technology, and helping people with
professional knowledge in a certain field quickly grasp the general
situation of the whole fintech industry and the relationships among its
sub-fields, so as to better embrace and adapt to the development of
digital finance and digital economy.
This book is aimed at technical practitioners and investors in the field of fintech and fintech
knowledge lovers. It can be used both as a commercial popular science reading material and a basic
knowledge tool for R&D and learning (Fintech Disctionary).
The Research Group of Fintech Glossary and Illustration, relying on the Financial Intelligence
Research Center of Peking University, is composed of more than a dozen young experts who are
active in the front line of financial technology and have both theoretical and practical experience in
the industry. In 2018, it launched the public welfare research project of Fintech Glossary, which is
dedicated to popularizing cross-disciplinary knowledge of financial technology, and is intended help
4
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people understand the current situation and future trends of financial technology from a systematic
and logical professional perspective.

《从制造到服务：结构转型期的宏观经济学》张斌 著
From Manufacturing to Service: Macroeconomics in Structural Transition by Zhang Bin
9787521727371|231p|55.00|230mm x 155mm|2021.3|10,000 copies| All rights available
As experienced by high-income economies, China has also
entered the economic structural transformation from manufacturing
to service after the per capita income crossing the threshold. This
book discusses issues about China's economic growth and
macroeconomic stability against such a background.
Economic structural transformation is reflected in the
transformation of consumption and industrial structure, and also in
the change of urban pattern. A large number of workers, enterprises
and even cities are facing the pressure of elimination. Capitalintensive industries win in industrial competition, while big cities win
in urban competition. The structural transformation has changed the characteristics of China's
economic fluctuations, which have changed from “easy heating and difficult cooling” at the peak of
industrialization to “easy cooling and difficult heating”. It’s not easy to answer questions such as
“whether the statement of excessive currency is valid?” and “how to treat various disputes about
policies for maintaining growth.”
Concepts are the core support of systems and policies. If the mainstream concepts cannot be
changed, it is hard to realize adjustment of new systems and policies. If the concepts cannot be
changed, the structural reform can only find gaps between concepts and conflicts of interests,
seeking breakthroughs at the margins. To meet the challenge of economic structural transformation,
the challenge of concepts is the underlying contradiction that we need to face directly.
Zhang Bin, deputy director of the Institute of World Economics and Politics, Chinese Academy of
Social Sciences. He is currently serving as Chief Expert of the Laboratory of World Economic
Forecasting and Policy Simulation and Chair of Policy Enquiry Sites Project of National Social
Science Foundation of China. He has been acknowledged by the Pu Shan Award for Distinguished
Paper, the Special Allowance Program of the State Council and the New Century HundredThousand-Ten Thousand Talents Project.
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《云上的中国：激荡的数智化未来》吴晓波、王坤祚、钱跃东 著
China on the Cloud: The Future of Digital Intellectualization by Wu Xiaobo, Wang Kunzuo
and Qian Yuedong
9787521728583|286p|78.00|230mm x 155mm|2021.4|35,000 copies| All rights available
The year 2020 was full of drama, contingency, uncertainty and great
agitation. With the impact of the epidemic, the birth of a twin of China
on the cloud is being accelerated: commerce, life, social interaction,
service and urban governance have all been entrusted to the cloud, and
China has entered the cloud 2.0 era: transforming from digitalization to
digital intelligence. Correspondingly, what the government and
enterprises need is not the simple big data capability, but the cloud
capacities which are digital, intelligent and mobile.
This book is planned by and written under the leadership of Wu
Xiaobo. After field investigation and in-depth interviews at Alibaba
Cloud and various industries, more benchmarking cases are selected from different fields such as
retail, operation, manufacturing, travel, education, urban governance, etc., and the industrial picture
and future trends of China's new digital infrastructure are presented in a panoramic way. This book
also specifies China's transformation stage and its position in the global wave of digital intelligence,
and restores the pain points and solutions of the government and enterprises in the transformation,
with a view to providing digital intelligence for the government and enterprises.
Wu Xiaobo, a financial writer, is the founder of “890 New Business” and “Blue Lion Publishing”.
He has published a number of books, including Lost Games (I and II), Stirring Three Decades, The
Decade of Surge with Big Fishes and Flooding Water, Gains and Losses of Economic Changes in
Past Dynasties, and Tencent, and his works have been selected in “Top Ten Books” of Asia Weekly
twice.
Wang Kunzuo served as a senior researcher at Financial Times (FT), a reporter at the Features
Department of New Weekly, and executive editor at Chu Shang. As a financial writer, he has done
in-depth research on China's industrial economy and merchant groups.
Qian Yuedong, a contracted writer of Blue Lion, has published books such as Re-creating
Rongsheng: A Stirring Apocalypse of A “Quality” Chinese Brand, Never Stop: From “Greenland
of China” to “Greenland of the World”, and Dreamer: Aoyuan’s Extraordinary Road to 100 Billion,
and participated in compiling The Shortest History of Enterprises.
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《论中国经济：挑战、底气与后劲》 林毅夫 著
On China's Economy by Justin Yifu Lin
9787521727593|280p|69.00|230mm x 155mm|2021.2|53,000 copies| Arabic, Russian rights sold
This book collects a series of articles about China's economy and
development by Mr. Justin Yifu Lin from 2018 to 2020, systematically
reviews the development process and reform experience of China's
economy in popular language and with vivid examples, and explains
hot issues on China's economic development in a simple way.
Facing a series of new changes in the new situation, such as
increasing uncertainties in the world economy, China's economic
development entering a new era, and the outbreak of the epidemic in
2020, Professor Lin analyzes China's development experience and its
inspiration to other countries in the world from the perspective of
China's own economic development. He believes that China, as the
world's second largest economy which will surpass the United States to become the world's largest
economy by 2025, must have its own development theories, interpretation of concepts and
innovation. He presents an in-depth interpretation of China's economic development pattern, the
way in which finance promotes growth, and the development direction during the 14th Five-Year
Plan period, including the cooperation prospects between China and other countries, from the
perspective of new structural economics.
Justin Yifu Lin, professor and dean of Institute of New Structural Economics, dean of Institute of
South-South Cooperation and Development and honorary dean of National School of Development
at Peking University.

《贫困的终结》 李小云 著
The End of Poverty by Li Xiaoyun.
9787521729467|272p|78.00|230mm x 155mm|2021.4|11,000 copies| All rights available
This book mainly discusses issued about poverty alleviation
which the society is concerned about, such as causes of poverty,
purposes of poverty alleviation, reasons for difficulties in poverty
alleviation and reasons why poverty alleviation is crucial.
This book is a summary of the author's thoughts on a series of
policies and practical processes of targeted poverty alleviation and
poverty alleviation through business development when participating
in the battle against poverty. Many of the contents are various
commentary articles published by the author on different media
platform to publicize the policies and practices of poverty alleviation.
7
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This book quotes a large number of domestic and international cases, and expounds the importance
of poverty alleviation and the political and institutional advantages of China's victory over poverty.
It also tells a story of poverty alleviation in a deeply impoverished village, which is a miniature of
China’s great victory over absolute poverty in rural areas.
Li Xiaoyun is a senior professor of liberal arts at China Agricultural University, a well-known
development scientist at home and abroad, and an expert on poverty. In 2001, he developed the
village-level poverty alleviation planning method, which was adopted as the basic framework for
the rural poverty alleviation strategy of this century. He has won honors including the first China
Poverty Eradication Award in 2004, the National Outstanding Individual Award for Poverty
Alleviation in 2011, the National Award for Poverty Alleviation in 2017 (Innovation) and the
National Outstanding Individual Award for Poverty Alleviation in 2021.

《读懂碳中和》中国长期低碳发展战略与转型路径研究课题组、清华大学气候变化与可持续
发展研究院 著
Understanding Carbon Neutralization by the Research Group of China's Long-term Lowcarbon Development Strategies and Transformation Path and the Institute of Climate Change
and Sustainable Development, Tsinghua University
9787521732344|608p|148.00|230mm x 170mm|2021.4| All rights available
Under the leadership of the Institute of Climate Change and
Sustainable Development, Tsinghua University, this book was
completed by more than 120 experts and scholars from 24 scientific
research institutions in two years. Taking into account macro
development trends such as economy, society, urbanization,
international trade and industrial transfer, it discusses low-carbon
countermeasures in multiple fields, such as energy, power, industry,
construction, transportation, non-carbon dioxide greenhouse gas
emission, energy saving potential, technology roadmap,
infrastructure investment, consumption pattern transformation,
environment and climate coordination, policy and institutional guarantee, global climate governance,
low-emission scenario analysis and implementation paths, proposes suggestions on low-carbon
development strategies, paths, technologies and policies in line with the “two-step” strategic goal
of China's socialist modernization. This book can provide an important reference for Chinese
government departments, local governments, industries and enterprises to formulate emission peak
and carbon neutrality plans.
The Research Group of China's Long-term Low-carbon Development Strategies and
Transformation Path, established in 2018, is composed of over 120 experts and scholars from 24
institutions including Tsinghua University, Energy Research Institute of National Development and
Reform Commission. This book is a systematic summary and presentation of their project
achievements.
The Institute of Climate Change and Sustainable Development, Tsinghua University is an
8
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independent academic research institution of Tsinghua University established in December 2017.

《碳中和经济学》彭文生,中金研究院
Economics of Carbon Neutralization by Peng Wensheng and CICC Global Institute
9787521732788|368p|58.00|230mm x 170mm|2021.8|8,000 copies| All rights available
In 2020, emission peak and carbon neutrality were first
included in the report on the work of the government. The Chinese
government announced that it would achieve emission peak by
2030 and carbon neutrality by 2060. So what exactly are emission
peak and carbon neutrality? Combining quantitative analysis with
qualitative analysis, this book makes a systematic and in-depth
analysis on the impact of China's carbon neutrality, effective paths
of various industries and specific measures. This book consists of
three chapters, which will help readers understand what carbon
neutrality is and how to achieve the goal of carbon neutrality.
Chapter 1 Overview. This chapter introduces what carbon neutrality is, constructs the overall
analysis framework of carbon neutrality, focuses on two specific aspects of carbon neutrality
(innovation and fairness), studies the policy tools to promote carbon neutrality (carbon market,
carbon pricing, green premium, etc.), and studies how to turn the adjustment of 40 years into
development opportunities from the perspective of green finance, which is helpful for grasping the
economic and financial connotations of carbon neutrality as a whole.
Chapter 2 Industry. This chapter, from the aspects of technology, energy, manufacturing,
transportation, urban planning and governance, digital economy, consumption and life, etc., and
from the perspective of international comparison and industry development, specifies the existing
problems, solutions, future development trends, investment and development opportunities of
various industries in achieving the carbon goals.
Chapter 3 Prospect. This chapter introduces the new trends and directions of green investment,
and discusses how to address climate changes from the perspectives of international cooperation
and China's role.
Peng Wensheng, Ph.D., is the chief economist of CICC. He used to be the global chief economist
of Everbright Securities and CITIC Securities. As an adjunct professor of Tsinghua University and
Nankai University, he has participated in the symposium of experts on economic situation chaired
by Xi Jinping and Li Keqiang. In 2015, his work A Post-Dividend Era Perspective won the “Sun
Yefang Financial Innovation Award - Books”.
As a first-level department of CICC, CICC Global Institute is positioned as a new high-end think
tank in the new era under the new situation, serving China's public policy research and decisionmaking, participating in international policy discussions and exchanges, and giving suggestions to
the development of China's financial market, especially capital market.
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《躺着赚钱的漫画基金书-人人都能懂的基金入门与实操指南》三折人生 著
Riding a Gravy Train: A Comic Guide to Fund Fundamentals and Operations for Everyone by
Ezhers
9787521725704|366p|55.00|185mm x 130mm|2021.1|16,000 copies|All rights available
This is a popular science book about fund for young investors.
Mr. Ezhers has selected 85 core knowledge points about fund and
personally painted 609 paintings to integrate financial terms into
stories, and displayed them in a relaxed form of comic, which was
professional, interesting and informative. The book is mainly divided
into two parts, “Common Sense” and “Practical Operation”. In
“Common Sense”, the author introduces the origin, types, ways of
raising, sources of returns, and risks for fund. In “Practical Operation”,
the author makes a systematic interpretation of how to select funds,
the allocation modes of funds, the subscription channels of funds, and
automatic investment plans (AIP) of funds. At the end of each chapter, the author also lists the key
words of the chapter with short explanations, which are helpful for readers to strengthen their
memory and grasp the contents thoroughly.
Readers can quickly get started by reading meaningful comic stories and have a new
understanding of fund while laughing, so as to be less confused in the face of complicated fund
information and products, and find their own financial management methods, thus making
investment decisions more rational and comprehensive.
Ezhers, a writer of financial popularization and an expert in investor education. His main research
areas include finance, economics, and investment categories suitable for the public, such as wealth
management, funds and insurance. In 2016, the WeChat official account “Ezhers” was created. This
account is dedicated to the popularization of financial knowledge and investor education in the form
of comics and has gained more than 300,000 loyal readers, and its popular science content has been
recognized by the industry.

《像巴菲特一样投资：半小时漫画价值投资》芒叔、管鹏 著
Invest like Buffett: Half-an-hour Comic on Value Investment by Uncle Mang and Guan Peng
9787521726947|228p|55.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.3|42,000 copies|All rights available
An easy guide to value investment for beginners with zero basis. Teaching you how to choose
stocks and earn money from stocks in an easy way.
This book, in the form of comic, “translates” obscure value investment into graphic language,
based on the recognized Buffett and Munger value investment, and follows the logical framework

10
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of “What is it? How to do it? How to avoid the traps? How to advance?”.
Combining the classic investment quotations that have been tested by
the market with successful cases and the interpretation and comments
from billion-dollar-level private equity fund managers, this book can
teach you to choose stocks from scratch and successfully practice value
investment.
The structure of this book is consistent with the psychological
course of investors entering the stock market. Reading it once makes
you immersed, and reading it again will bring you new insights.
Uncle Mang used to work in the banking industry for ten years. Later, he set up Ten-Point Value
for science popularization on investment and financial management. Guan Peng, manager of the
WeChat official account “Financial Impurities (cjmagazine)”, is good at telling esoteric theories in
a humorous and concise style, accompanied by comics, helping people grasp the true meaning of
value investment in easy reading. His works explain propound theirs in simple language and offer
high value of practical operation.

《理财中的经济学》刘彦斌 著
Economics in Financial Management by Liu Yanbin
9787521729207|280p|59.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.4|10,000 copies| All rights available
Starting with the basic concepts of economics, this book first
introduces the impact of macroeconomic policies on social and
economic life, the current situation and policies of China's financial
market, the current interest rate system, the current exchange rate
system, etc., providing theoretical basis and decision-making
reference for family investment. In addition, according to his 20
years’ experience in investment, the author proposes his own
opinions on family consumption concepts, asset allocation methods,
risk control consciousness and children's financial and business
education, and makes an in-depth and concrete inquiry into insurance
product allocation and stock investment, which the author is particularly good at. This book can
help readers to examine personal financial management behaviors from the perspective of
economics, and guide their financial management practice with relevant theories and methods.
Liu Yanbin, a famous financial expert of China, the first guest speaker of Financial Management
Classroom on CCTV-2, has been invited to hundreds of TV programs, such as Tell It Like It Is and
People in the News, and has published nine financial books such as Managing Money Like Liu
Yanbin and Everyone Should Buy Insurance.
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《30 岁，收获你的第一个 100 万》邓姐姐 著
Get Your First Million at 30 by Sister Deng
9787521729559|240p|49.00|2021.5|16,000 copies| all rights available
Do you also have such troubles?
With a salary of only a few thousand yuan, which is usually spent out
by the end of the month, you feel no money for financial management.
Knowing nothing about financial terms, you hesitate to make any
investment for fear of losses.
You are envious about other people's financial freedom, but don’t know
where to start.
This book is a guide for young investors to increase their wealth.
According to her own financial practice and research experience, Sister
Deng, a senior financial media practitioner, helps financial novices
establish correct concepts of consumption, liabilities and financial management with real financial
cases that are easy to read and understand, and analyzes the characteristics and operation methods
of different financial management means, such as credit cards, funds, insurance, stocks, gold,
convertible bonds and real estate in a simple way. In addition, according to the different life stages
of the investors, before graduation, before entering the workplace, before the age of 30, and after
the age of 30, for instance, it details the key points and precautions of financial management for
each age group.
Sister Deng, manager of the WeChat official account “Sister Deng's Proposal for a Better Life”
(youmilifestyle), was once the editor-in-chief of a financial column. As a senior expert of financial
media with 15 years’ experience, she is a practitioner of value investment. Being good at sharing
knowledge about financial management in simple knowledge that newbies can understand, she
hopes that everyone can get a better life through financial management.

《趋势的力量：李迅雷谈分化时代的投资逻辑》李迅雷 著
The Power of Trends: Li Xunlei on Investment Logic in the Age of Divergence Li Xunlei
9787521729764|356p|68.00|230mm x 155mm|2021.5|65,000 copies| All rights available
This book analyzes and discusses in detail the new trends of the
investment market under the influence of cyclical changes in global
economic operation and epidemic, and discusses its influence on
investment opportunities and investment structure. The era of
China's high economic growth has passed, and the trend of
differentiation has become increasingly prominent. When the total
amount of goods, money and assets are surplus, only structural
opportunities can be sought. By analyzing a large amount of data
from multiple dimensions, the author has found three characteristics
12
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dominated by the stock economy: the strong are constantly strong, zero sum and the survival of the
fittest, and gives some suggestions on the directions of market investment and the development
cycle and investment opportunities of real estate. The book also introduces the collision between
the author's investment views and ideas with those of some big shots, and deeply interprets the
development trends of some specific industries and markets.
Li Xunlei, chief economist at Zhongtai Securities Co., Ltd. and vice chairman of China Chief
Economist Forum, is one of the earliest people engaged in the research of domestic securities market.
He has been engaged in the research of macroeconomic, financial and capital market for more than
30 years. He has compiled and translated many books on economics and securities, published more
than 100 papers and research reports in various academic journals, and won many important awards
for various topics he has presided over.

《大侦探经济学》李井奎 著
Detective Economics by Li Jingkui.
9787521732054|283p|78.00|230mm x 155mm|2021.6|7,000 copies| Traditional Chinese rights sold
This book is an outcome of the author's painstaking study
and reading of literature on causal inference economics during
his visit to Harvard University. It carefully selects 10 topics and
vividly tells the application of causal inference in economics in
the form of detective stories. These 10 topics cover many
research fields such as labor economics, legal economics,
political economics, criminal economics, environmental
economics, development economics, institutional economics,
economic history, monetary economics and macroeconomics,
and comprehensively introduce the leading achievements of
economists. In particular, the author also takes stories in Journey to the West to introduce the five
weapons of causal inference, a burgeoning economic field, in a simple way. This book targets at
ordinary readers to popularize this important achievement of modern economics, and make readers
know this exciting subject in an interesting way.
Li Jingkui is a professor and doctoral supervisor at the Department of Economics of Zhejiang
University of Finance and Economics, a research fellow at the Coase Center for the Studies of
Economics, Zhejiang University, and a visiting scholar at Harvard Law School. His main research
fields are legal economics, applied micro-econometrics and the history of economic thoughts.
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《大变局中的机遇 : 全球新挑战与中国的未来》郑永年 著
Opportunities in the Major Changes: New Global Challenges and China's Future by Zheng
Yongnian
9787521732528|384p|68.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.7|12,000 copies| All rights available
When the world is facing major changes, how should China's
future economy and politics seize opportunities and create space in
the storm? Based on the development pattern of China and the world
in the post-epidemic era, the author elaborates the challenges and
opportunities facing China in detail, provides exploration ideas for
China's future development path, provides professional analysis for
China to approach the center of the world stage by competing for the
right to make international rules and plays its due role as a great
power in international governance, and provides guidance for the
present and the future.
Zheng Yongnian is currently the director of the East Asian Institute, National University of
Singapore and co-editor of China: An International Journal. He is mainly engaged in the study of
China's internal transformation and its external relations, and his research fields are nationalism and
international relations; international and regional security of East Asia; China’s foreign policy;
Globalization, national transformation and social justice; technological change and political
transformation; social movement and democratization; central-local relations; Chinese politics.

《读懂未来中国经济》蔡昉 著
Understanding Future Chinese Economy by Cai Fang
9787521732351|312p|69.00|230mm x 155mm|2021.8|16,000 copies| All rights available
Under the new normal of long-term stagnation of world
economic development, China's traditional development model is no
longer enough to provide sufficient growth momentum. China's
demographic transition and economic development also show new
features of periodic changes, which bring a lot of risks and
challenges to economic growth. Therefore, only by understanding
the new development pattern, recognizing the key issues of
economic development and finding the economic growth engines
can we improve the quality and efficiency of economic development,
seize the development opportunities and help achieve the new
development goals. Cai Fang, a well-known economist, combining economic theories and
international experience with China's reality, analyzes the hot issues and difficulties of economic
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growth from the perspectives of reform, innovation, investment and regional development, and puts
forward the solutions to the growth problems in the new development stage.
Cai Fang is currently a China Top Think Tanks expert and member of the Chinese Academy of
Social Sciences. His main research fields include China's economic reform and development,
population economics, labor economics, economic growth, income distribution, and poverty. He is
the author of Demystifying the Economic Growth in Transition China, The Significance of China's
Economic Development for the World and many other books.

《真实世界的经济学》周其仁 著
Economics in the Real World by Zhou Qiren
9787521732290|368p|58.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.8|8,000 copies| All rights available
Representative work of Zhou Qiren, famous economist and
professor of National School of Development, Peking University.
True stories are fascinating because they often contradict the
“publicly recognized” logic. Those should happen as “publicly
recognized” do not happen, while those should not happen as
“publicly recognized” often happen. This book is to reveal such truth
that is “contrary to common sense”. This book contains the author's
articles on property rights, monopoly, property rights of human
assets, entrepreneur status, enterprise restructuring, etc. From the
perspective of economics, it expounds the facts and the logic
contained in the facts. Every case cited by the author, whether it involves economic reform,
education or human resources of enterprises, is not only a case in this field, but can be used to solve
problems in other fields and can stand the test of time.
Zhou Qiren, professor of National School of Development, Peking University, winner of Sun
Yefang Award in Economics, one of the 30 economic figures of China during the 30 years of reform
and opening up. His research scope mainly includes property right and contract, economic history,
theories of economic system changes, enterprises and market organizations, monopoly, regulation
and regulation reform, etc. His works include Logic of Reform, Competition and Prosperity, Essays
of Exchange Rate and Money, What China Has Done Right, Essays of Medical Care Reforms in
China, The World is More than A Chess Game, The Economics of the Real World, Looking at the
Sword under the Lamp, Property Right and China's Transformation, etc.
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《探索的历程》 许成钢 著
The Course of Exploration by Xu Chenggang
9787521730371|372p|89.00|230m x 150m|2021.6| All rights available
This book collects some articles published by the author in major
mainstream media or authoritative magazines in recent years, as well as
non-academic and semi-academic articles in the form of interview
records. These articles study the development of China's economy and
system from the perspective of macroeconomics. Based on the
methodology of studying social and economic issues, this paper
discusses the decentralization models and soft budget constraints of
China and the institutional problems in the process of China's economic
development. In addition, by studying the development characteristics of
other major economies, the author summarizes their experiences and
lessons, hoping to put forward constructive suggestions for the reform and development of China's
economic system.
Xu Chenggang, honorary professor, AGI, University of Hong Kong, member of The Ronald Coase
Institute (RCI), and research fellow at Center for Economic and Policy Research (CEPR). He
received a doctorate in economics from Harvard University in 1991. He used to be a reader at The
London School of Economics and Politics, a professor of economics at Zhong Hande, University of
Hong Kong, and Chung Hon-Dak Professor in Economic Development at University of Hong Kong,
Special Term Visiting Professor at Tsinghua University, professor in economics at Cheung Kong
Graduate School of Business. He won the Sun Yefang Award for Economic Papers in 2013 and the
first China Economics Prize in 2016.

《文明、资本与投资》丁昶 著
Civilization, Capital and Investment by Ding Chang
9787521730982|328p|58.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.8|All rights available
A real master of investment must have a macro perspective, rich
knowledge and a “broad vision of investment”. Why is the market
becoming more and more difficult to understand now? Taking this as
a starting point, the author directly gives the answer that “the present
market is ill and has been ill for a long time”, and then extends the
investment to the whole historical scope, and discuss from three
different dimensions: civilization, capital and investment. The topics
discussed in this book include the development of financial and
capital markets since the 20th century and the concepts of
representative figures of investment. From mercantilism to the East
India Company, it reviews the rise and fall of Wall Street in the past century, and so on. On every
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topic, it tries to explore new angles, new materials and new logic within a reasonable range, show
the investment figures, history and events in an easy-to-understand way of narration, and then
analyze the investment logic precipitated by history, so as to help readers build a broad cross-border
vision of investment.
Ding Chang received a bachelor’s degree from the School of Mathematical Sciences, Fudan
University and a master's degree in finance from University of Edinburgh. He has been engaged in
securities investment and research for a long time. He is one of the earliest foreign fund managers
in the A-share market and is a freelance investor managing the WeChat official account
“Xiaoxianzhuan”(fish_craft).

《中国金融科技创新：数字金融应用场景与创新实践》刘勇、孙鲁 著
China's Fintech Innovation: Application Scenarios and Innovation Practices of Digital Finance
by Liu Yong and Sun Lu
9787521732702|253p|68.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.7|5,000 copies| All rights available
Taking the case analysis of the innovation frontier in various
fintech sectors as the main line, this book comprehensively and
systematically reveals the development situation, development
characteristics and future trends of various fintech sectors in China by
means of investigation and analysis, comparative analysis and data
study and judgment. The book is divided into seven chapters, which
select representative cases from banking, insurance, securities, thirdparty payment, supply chain finance, regulatory technology and
digital inclusive finance to analyze the development trends of various
industries, and reveal the whole picture of fintech industry with
Chinese characteristics, thus providing practical suggestions for the new development of fintech
enterprises in the post-epidemic era.
Liu Yong, director of Zhongguancun Internet Finance Institute, concurrently serves as an offcampus supervisor and visiting professor of many universities. He has participated in and presided
over many special-topic research projects on financial technology and Internet finance, and has
published professional books such as Lectures on Fintech, Open Bank, Robo-Advisor, Insurance
Technology, Blockchain: Reshape the Economy and the World, Internet Finance, and Report on the
Development of China’s Fintech and Digital Inclusive Finance. One of his works has won the 2nd
Golden Ram Award for financial books.
Sun Lu, research director at Zhongguancun Internet Finance Institute, is the author of books such
as Era of Cultural and Creative Industries: Development and Innovation of Cultural and Creative
Industries in Beijing and Application Scenarios and Innovation Practice of Fintech, and has unique
insights in macro research, policy study and judgment and industrial analysis, etc.
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《数字化引擎》龙典、赵昌明、付圣强 著
Digital Business Engine by Long Dian, Zhao Changming and Fu Shengqiang
9787521727838|290p|69.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.6|10,000 copies |All rights available
This book reveals the impact of digital strategy and new
infrastructure on business, and focuses on eight areas of digital
policies, thinking, organizations, products, supply chains, marketing,
communication and assets. Centering on the core theme of “digital
upgrading”, it hopes to help people who want to know about
digitalization can “understand digitalization like watching cartoons”
in simple and popular language, systematically grasp the whole
picture of digital upgrading with a low threshold, and seize the
dividend in the digital age.
Long Dian, an expert in digital strategic innovation and digital incentive business model design,
founder of the well-known blockchain site “huoxun.com”, former general manager of the ecommerce company of “Pagoda” group, the fruit retail brand, behind-the-scenes planner of several
hot Internet events, and consultant of several well-known brands.
Zhao Changming and Fu Shengqiang, digital user experience experts, digital product innovation
experts, and consultants of practical corporate strategies. They used to be executives of AFU, an
essence oil brand, and brand strategy consultants and product innovation consultants of several
manufacturing companies including Guangzhou Phnix, Chongqing MAKEID and Zhejiang
Runkucky.
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《崔玉涛自然养育法》崔玉涛，刘子君 著
Cui Yutao’s Rule-Following Parenting Method by Cui Yutao & Liu Zijun

9787521733624|282p|69.00|230mm x 170mm|2021.9|All rights available
This book is a works of Cui Yutao, a well-known pediatrician,
who applied the doctor's advices to parenting activities. He has
published the Cui Yutao’s Parenting Book.
After up to 20 years of follow-up on family parenting behaviors
in China, Cui Yutao screened 65 cases from hundreds of thousands of
real diagnosis and treatment cases and summarized 31 common
parenting misunderstandings and blind areas, providing a more
scientific method for child health management for Chinese parents.
This book aims to help Chinese parents become their children's health
managers, and establish individualized parenting programs based on the growth and development
characteristics of each child. It is not only a light and interesting "pediatrician's notes", but also a
rigorous and professional parenting science book. Attachments: ① 53 professional instructions on
scientific feeding, vision protection and oral health; ② solid foods manual for babies aged 6 to 24
months.
Cui Yutao, president of Beijing Cui Yutao Clinic and a well-known pediatrician, has more than 8
million followers on Weibo and has sold more than 450,000 copies of the Cui Yutao’s Parenting
Book. Liu Zijun, content editor-in-chief of Cui Yutao Nursery Center, was the vice president of Dr.
Cuiyutao Healthcare Ltd.

《变成种子的小孩》开开 著
A Child to Seed by Kai

9787521728118|160p|68.00|185mm x 130mm|2021.3|6,000 copies| All rights available
When we really understand how children see the world, we are
surprised to find that they are not less perceptive and profound than
the great writers, and they have the same desire to express what they
see, and what they think.
This book is a collection of picture books that allow adults to
really understand how children see the world through their drawings.
It is composed of six illustrated stories on different topics, discussing
companionship, friendship, frustration, school violence, and female
stigmatization. If we can value a child's "pictorial thinking" as much
as we value ourselves, we can see a new world.
Kai, whose real name is Liu Kaifang, is an independent publisher. Graduated from the Central
Academy of Fine Arts, Kai is currently the chief planner of Drama Rainbow and Playlab Art
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Workshop. SHU Studio was established in 2019 to produce independent publications and products
related to growth. Most of these works depict and tell the children's own stories, thoughts and
opinions.

《少年发声：孩子们倾吐的树洞》陈瑜
Teenagers’ Voices: Tree Holes That Children Talk To by Chen Yu

9787521730524|352p|48.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.7|9,000 copies| All rights available
It is abnormal and unreasonable that in this society, all kinds of
education issues are hotly debated, but we seldom hear voices of
children. What is the state of Chinese education today? What are the
demands of children growing up in the age of information explosion?
Does the current education match the children's demands?
Children's thoughts and feelings deserve to be heard and respected.
This is the motivation for the launch of "Teenagers’ Voices".
This book contains interviews between Chen Yu and 16 children,
trying to show the real psychological state of teenagers nowadays:
Are children nowadays really that bad? What do they really think?
Chen Yu, the founder of Different Teenage Life & Different Whole Life, and vice president of
Shanghai Youth Arts and Culture Federation, is one of the top ten new cultural talents in Shanghai,
a member of Shanghai Youth Federation, and a National Level II Psychologist. She is the former
deputy editor-in-chief of Shanghai Times, with nearly 20 years of media experience and nearly 10
years of experience in public welfare and family education industry.

《孩子的品格：写给父母的积极心理学》彭凯平
Personality of Children: Positive Psychology for Parents by Peng Kaiping

9787521731255|320p|59.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.6|25,000 copies| All rights available
This book introduces seven core elements which help children
develop personality strengths, and is a new works in the field of
family education by Peng Kaiping, Chair of the Department of
Psychology of Tsinghua University and the promoter of positive
psychology in China.
This book breaks through the barriers of old-fashioned family
education and provides parents with scientific educational concepts
from the perspective of positive psychology in children's emotional
management, resilience, self-efficacy, self-control, innate advantages,
concentration, character development and other areas, guiding parents to create a pleasant
atmosphere for their children's growth with a positive and active mindset, and providing their
children with a sense of happiness and more possibilities in the future.
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Peng Kaiping is Dean of the School of Social Sciences, Tsinghua University and Chair of the
Department of Psychology of Tsinghua University. He acts as Director of the Berkeley Center for
Advanced Studies in Psychology of Tsinghua University and the Center for Positive Psychology of
School of Social Sciences, Tsinghua University, and Co-Chair of Tsinghua Happiness Technology
Laboratory (H+Lab). He is also the Chinese Director of the International Positive Psychology
Association (IPPA) and the International Positive Education Network (IPEN), and serves as
Executive Chairman of China International Conference on Positive Psychology.

《焦虑的大人和不被看见的孩子》 柏燕谊 著
Anxious Adults and Inner Struggle Neglected in Their Childhood by Bai Yanyi

9787521727814|296p|58.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.3|13,000 copies| All rights available
This book is the works of Bai Yanyi, a psychological counselor
of psychodynamics and a media specially-invited psychologist. She
has 12 years of clinical practice of psychological consultation,
10,000+ case hours, 3,000+ cases of family crisis intervention and
guidance, and 10 years of experience in the industry.
In this book, the author uses philosophical and compassionate
words rather than theories to lead people suffering from anxiety and
feeling lonely and helpless in the midst of the hustle and bustle to
explore their own inner world bit by bit, to discover and understand
their painful inner struggle as children when copying the patterns of
their parents' behaviors, to understand the fear of "death" that accompanies us, and to discover truth
about relationships and accept the limited influence on their relationships. It dawns on us that we
are born with the wisdom and power to establish beneficial relationships, but we have to understand
the inner struggle we neglected in our childhood.
Bai Yanyi is a psychological counselor of psychodynamics and a media specially-invited
psychologist. She serves as Director of XINQIHANG Public Service Center and vice president of
Beijing Marriage and Family Research Association. She is also the resident psychologist for the
Night News and Kids in Charge of CCTV, and Golden Mediation, Thank You for Coming, Love
Defense, Parenting Activities, and Third Mediation Room of local TVs.
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《减法教育（清醒的父母，懂得找方法）》于晓冰 著
Less Education (Smart Parents Know How to Find Ways) by Yu Xiaobing
9787521734577|266p|59.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.9|All rights available
With twenty-one years of educational observation and
reflection by a front-line teacher, this book is written for anxious
Chinese parents. Less education is not to reduce learning activities,
but giving children enough trust as learning subjects, giving them
enough time and space to think in learning, and allowing them to
learn at school, so as to let education return to common sense. This
is an unhurried, wise and courageous way of parenting. This book
introduces the basic laws about learning and the basic common
sense of education, so that parents can return to rationality and
fundamentally solve their children's learning problems.
Yu Xiaobing has worked as a classroom teacher for twenty years, and is the father of a ten-year-old
boy. He also serves as a Chinese teacher at the Experimental High School Attached To Beijing
Normal University.

《越玩越专注：培养孩子自我觉察能力的 45 个正念游戏》杨舒雯 著
The More You Play, the More You Concentrate: 45 Positive Thinking Games for Developing SelfAwareness in Children by Yang Shuwen
9787521734256|288p|58.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.9|All rights available
If the purpose of parenting is to empower children to be happy
throughout their lives, then this book will allow you and your child
to happily achieve that goal through play.
45 simple games can easily solve the five major problems that
make parents feel tricky:
1. How to make my children love and appreciate themselves?
2. What guidance parents can provide when their children are unable
to understand the ideas of others?
3. What to do when my children do not concentrate on anything?
4. Why my children always ignore the opinions of others?
5. How to guide my children not to be picky eaters?
*A simple and easy game amazingly improves my child's concentration!*
*It turns out that many indescribable truths can be easily understood by games!*
*A child who learns to meditate knows how to deal with his/her emotions better than we do as
adults!*
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Yang Shuwen has studied Eastern Zen for many years and has been a Montessori teacher in
California for over 20 years. She is licensed as a Certified Positive Thinking Teacher and is a guest
teacher at a positive thinking institute in the County of Marin, State of California. She is also the
founder of Mindful Cricles, a California-based positive thinking education organization.
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《增长结构 : 不确定时代企业的增长底牌》王赛 著
Growth Structure: The Inside Information of Growth of Enterprises in an Age of Uncertainty by
Wang Sai.

9787521731835|322p|68.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.7|7,000 copies| All rights available
The growth strategy framework adopted by more than 70
companies, including Xiaomi, ByteDance, Haier, AVIC INTL and
Tencent and recommended by more than 20 academic and business
experts!
The author of this book, Wang Sai, based on 13 years'
experience in strategic management consulting and practical cases of
more than 70 enterprises, takes "structure" as the starting point,
analyzes enterprise growth, finds out the dynamic factors affecting
enterprise growth from a more microscopic perspective, and guides
enterprises under different conditions to adjust their factor
combination structure. This book tries to set up a reasonable structure of enterprise growth in an age
of uncertainty to ensure that enterprise growth tends to be stable and sustainable.
Wang Sai, Ph.D. of University Paris Dauphine, he is dedicated in the research and practice in growth
strategies and learned after Philip Kotler. He once served many famous Chinese entrepreneurs and
CEOs, taught advanced management courses in business schools of many famous universities, and
is currently the managing partner of Kotler Marketing Group (KMG) in China and consultant of
several international consulting companies. Furthermore, he is also the author of Five Lines of
Growth.

《人心红利：存量博弈下的企业增长方法论》 江南春 著
The Dividend of the People: Methodology of Enterprise Growth under Stock Game by Jiang
Nanchun.
9787521725476|260p|56.00| 210mm x 147mm|2021.1|All rights available
The demographic dividend has gradually ended, the flow cost has
continued to rise, and the "ceiling effect" has stood out since 2019. In the
age of consumer sovereignty, a decisive battle for brands is about to come
spawned by overcapacity and stock game. The main reasons are brand and
people, which are the essential problems. This is also the core of this book
by Jiang Nanchun.
In the age of consumer sovereignty of "peak dividend and decisive
battle for brands" and under the brand game in the post-epidemic era, Jiang
Nanchun shared all his 17 years' experience in methods of brand
detonation. The book provides methods for an old domestic brand to "fight" and finally win in the
stock market, the secret of a product that could not have sold well nationwide surpassing
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international giant brands, and the trump card for a latecomer overtaking the industry pioneer ... In
addition, this book also provides the "low-level logic" thought and analyzed by Jiang Nanchun over
the years. This book is believed to inspire readers and help them find the way of industry
breakthrough in the market full of opportunities.
Jiang Nanchun, founder and chairman of Focus Media. In 2005, Focus Media was listed on
NASDAQ. In 2007, it was listed in the NASDAQ 100 index stocks. In 2015, Focus Media returned
to the A-share market and became the second largest media group in China. At present, Focus Media
has covered 230 cities with 2.6 million terminals, and has won a series of special awards for
advertising at home and abroad.

《成为被喜欢的品牌 : 如何获得消费者的非理性忠诚》陈亮途 著
Becoming a Popular Brand: How to Gain the Irrational Loyalty of Consumers by Hugo.
9787521724325|360p|58.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.3|8,000 copies| All rights available
The author of Becoming a Popular Brand is Dr. Hugo. With
profound marketing skills and knowledge, he first clarifies two
concepts of marketing and brand building in the book, and introduces
how a brand can deepen its relationship and contact with consumers
and finally become a "popular brand" by means of sensory stimulation,
product packaging, user experience and community marketing. This
book is especially suitable for entrepreneurs, brand owners of new
brands and niche brands, as well as marketing personnel.
This book teaches readers to communicate with consumers to turn
them into loyal fans of brands. Furthermore, it also teaches readers how
to influence more and more people to choose their brands, thereby
bringing long-term vitality to brands.
Hugo, Ph.D. in Business Administration of Swiss Business School, is currently the Vice President
of Swiss Business School (China). He was once the leader for the publication of over 20 mainstream
magazines and was responsible for the creative marketing of over 50 brand owners. In 2020, he
devoted in education and founded Yilu School.

《峰值体验:影响用户决策的关键时刻》 汪志谦,朱海蓓 著
Peak Experience: Moment of Truth Affecting User's Decision-making by Wang Zhiqian and
Zhu Haibei
9787521723045|252p|49.00|230m x 155m|2021.1|Traditional Chinese rights sold
There are some moments of truth (MOT) in the users' contact with brands or products, which
will have an impact on how users choose brands, as well as the possibility of users buying and
establishing long-term relationship with products. By reading this book, readers will gain insight
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into the real needs of users, create the core of brand value, find moments
of truth, output unique brand experience and convert it into the benefit
growth of enterprises.
The future fission can be expected only if the brand provides users
with peak experience. Users' scores at moments of truth are decisive for
their evaluation of brands. The core method of creating peak experience
expounded in this book is the experience design of 3 types of people
(people who love you, people who don’t love you, and people who like
you) in 3 golden moments and 4 dimensions (store entry, transformation,
re-purchase and recommendation), and 28 insight points are finally found
out. This book discusses how enterprises can create experience design in an efficient manner,
influence key decisions of users, and continue to increase the number of users. It brings new insights
to enterprisers, entrepreneurs, product managers, advertising planner, brand promoter and internet
practitioners.
As a guest associate professor of SPACE China Business College of the University of Hong Kong,
a famous brand consultant and general manager of Shanghai Zhenguan Brand Management Co.,
Ltd., Wang Zhiqian has tutored over 200 brand projects, including China Airlines, L 'Occitane,
MeetFresh and Shanghai Yu Garden and helped enterprises achieve growth breakthroughs. He also
taught brand experience design courses in EMBA of Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology and National Chengchi University. Zhu Haibei, a famous brand consultant. She is good
at brand positioning, marketing and marketing strategy. With nearly 15 years' work experience in
high-tech industry, she is good at brand positioning, marketing and marketing strategy. She has
obtained excellent practical results in achieving operational goals, increasing market share and
improving departmental productivity.

《秒赞：文案女王 20 年创作技巧与心法》 林桂枝 著
Like in a Second: 20 Years' Creative Skills and Mental Cultivation Methods of the Queen of
Copywriting by Lin Guizhi.
9787521724325|366p|59.00|230mm x 155mm|2021.2|120,000 copies| All rights available
A good copywriting shall hit the heart of the people directly and
receive users' like in a second.
The author of this book is Lin Guizhi, the former chief copywriter
of Ogilvy & Mather, and is known as the "queen of copywriting". This
book concentrates the creative skills and mental cultivation methods of
many hot copywriting, explains the profound understanding of and
insight into copywriting and the age in detail, and provides many
supportive copywriting examples, teaching you to create copywriting
that receives users' like in a second.
This book can be used as a tool for reading and learning at any
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time, regardless of whether you are writing social media copywriting, video copywriting, poster
copywriting, e-commerce copywriting, brand copywriting, or other types of copywriting. You can
learn and apply immediately the contents of this book or study in-depth, thereby enhancing your
copywriting skills.
Lin Guizhi, former chief copywriter of Ogilvy & Mather. Famous advertising creative person,
known as "Queen of Copywriting". With profound advertising and marketing planning skills and
extraordinary copywriting professionalism, she is highly praised by advertisers. She has served as
creative director of Ogilvy & Mather and several 4A advertising companies, and brought out
numerous outstanding creative personnel, including Dongdong Gun and Li Dan.

《销售团队就该这样管》陈军 著
This is How the Sales Team Should be Managed by Chen Jun.
9787521731064|222p|69.00|2021.6|9,000 copies| All rights available
This is a practical reference book of sales management system
suitable for China's local situation.
This book is divided into two parts. The first part describes how
the five-star assessment management method is refined and
summarized step by step in the sales management practice, and
further expounds the significance of the method for enterprise
operation; the second part describes how the enterprise should
design the five-star assessment management system and how to
effectively implement the method. The author takes the sales post,
an important post in an enterprise, as an example, returns to the
essence of sales management, and interprets how the five-star
assessment management system solves six major issues in sales management fundamentals, namely,
performance index design, process management design, customs clearance training design, sales
secret book design, salary mechanism design and talent channel design.
This book, from the operator's point of view and based on the management practice of Chinese
enterprises, analyzes the cognitive and behavioral misunderstandings in the current sales
management of enterprises, offers a set of system framework and landing tools for sales
management, proposes the "five-star assessment" management system for the first time, and
provides the design logic, principles, methods and tools of each sub-module in the system.
Chen Jun, founder of China's marketing management and control, former vice president of
marketing of SF Express Group, general marketing consultant of several listed companies, and the
main lecturer of the "Big Marketing Management and Control" course of Action Education. He has
25 years' experience in enterprise big marketing management and control, has managed 180,000
invincible marketing personnel of enterprises, and is good at tens of billions and hundreds of billions
of enterprises tutoring.
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《赢利：未来十年的经营能力》李践 著
Profit: Operation Capacity in the Next Ten Years by Li Jian.
9787521732245|312p|69.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.6|35,000 copies| All rights available
This book focuses on the profit model of small and mediumsized enterprises and contains the personal practice of 170,000
entrepreneurs.
The author, from a global perspective, extracted simple and
user-friendly management views from more than 30 years of success
or failure in life, discussed in depth and summarized a complete and
consistent theoretical closed loop - "Diamond Circle of
Management". With a large number of vivid practical cases as the
blueprint, this book focuses on the profit model of small and
medium-sized enterprises, and gradually uncovers the mists in the
business world. This book grasps the common rules of enterprise operation, reaches the core goal
of enterprise profit directly, and highlights the internal kinetic energy of successful operation. The
author starts from ten major modules, such as strategic design, value innovation, product strategy
and marketing management to help readers to learn to apply immediately, cultivate overall business
thinking of readers, return to practice of enterprise development, realize double growth - operating
income and profit, and break through the "ceiling" of the development of small and medium-sized
enterprises.
Li Jian, a well-known entrepreneur, CEO of Shanghai Action Education Technology Co., Ltd.,
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Lewis Group, and former President of TOM Outdoor Media
Group; he has trained 77 general managers, including 56 millionaires.

《成交的艺术》 杨响华 著
The Art of Dealing by Yang Xianghua.
9787521728071|208p|59.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.4|82,000 copies| All rights available
With years of experience in insurance sales transaction, Teacher Yang
Xianghua, the author of this book, has an in-depth insight into users’
buying psychology, subverts the traditional marketing thinking mode, and
proposes 10 transaction strategies, a set of specialized transactionoriented process tools and other practical suggestions.
This book contains plenty of vivid and real cases and combines with
the current hot topic of e-commerce live broadcast, which not only teaches
you how to "sell" the products through negotiation, but also "increases the
price" of your products, thereby largely improving sales performance and
enterprise profits. This book is worth reading no matter you are an
enterprise executive, an entrepreneur, or a new sales consultant.
Yang Xianghua, executive vice president of China Insurance Managers Association, top coach of
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China Insurance Champion Training Camp, specially-appointed lecturer and part-time professor of
many universities. Yang Xianghua has published a total of 6 books, namely, Insurance Sales Is So
Simple, Big Policy Sales, Training Book of Morning and Eve Meeting, Marketing Is So Simple,
Buying Insurance Is Buying Happiness, and Logic of Insurance Sales, with accumulated sales
exceeding 1 million.
《板凳要坐十年冷》 庞金玲、蒋国强 著
Staying in an Indifferent Post for Ten Years by Pang Jinling and Jiang Guoqiang.
9787521723168|480p|79.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.5|18,000 copies| All rights available
This book describes the growth of a Huawei employee in 10
years. The author was only a penniless "redif" (college student) who
had just graduated when entering Huawei, and finally grew into a
"general" (manager) under the training of Huawei. This book sorts
out the career philosophy, working methods, and rules of action of
Huawei employees from several aspects, such as concept of
personnel recruitment, new employee training, mentoring, talent
training, being a striver, continuous hard work, performance
management, incentive mechanism, training of preparatory cadres,
and selection of managers, and reproduces the working scenarios
and spiritual world of Huawei employees. In this book, both the figure and plot are vivid and full,
and big things can be seen through small ones. The secret of Huawei employees' growth is
summarized from concrete examples, hoping to help readers establish a sound outlook on work and
life.
In 2007, Pang Jinling joined Huawei and worked there for 6 years. She grew from an ordinary
secretary to a senior secretary and once won the "Excellent Employee" award. Jiang Guoqiang
joined Huawei in 1996 and grew from an employee to manager 10 years later, with 22 years'
experience in R&D and marketing. He has served as the Minister of Product Development
Department, Chief Engineer, President of Overseas Regional Department, President of New Market
Development Department, etc., and won awards such as Hard Work Award and Marketing Gold
Medal Award.
《产品三观：打造用户思维的 5 个法则》 贾伟 著
Three Views on Products: Five Rules for Creating User Thinking by Jia Wei.
9787521730807|264p|69.00|230mm x 155mm|2021.5|30,000 copies| All rights available
China's first designer to won three international awards (Red Dot, IF
and IDEA ) at the same time teaches you to create hot products under the
user thinking.
Plenty of models, tools and methodologies in this book are
summarized based on the cases handled by Rococo Design (Shenzhen) Co.,
Ltd., and many of them were never made public before. Both the analysis
of user perspectives, user scenarios and user co-creation and the
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importance attaching to user's service and user's experience are to create products that satisfy and
delight users. Through this book, readers can make clear the significance of each part for enterprises
to build an overall view on users, form a global view, understand users in a better way, and create
real user-oriented products.
Jia Wei, founder of Rococo Design Company, Associate researcher of the Institute of Cultural
Industry, Peking University, Chairman of the Design Committee of Ullens Center for Contemporary
Art, and China's first designer to won three international awards (Red Dot, IF and IDEA ) at the
same.

《宁向东讲公司治理：共生的智慧》宁向东 著
Ning Xiangdong's Explanation of Corporate Governance: The Wisdom of Symbiosis by Ning
Xiangdong.
9787521727401|328p|69.00|230mm x 155mm|2021.3|25,000 copies| All rights available
This book expounds the issues related to corporate governance in a
systematic way and aims to help entrepreneurs and business managers
design effective ownership structure and set up a top-level structure for
long-term development.
20 lectures are concluded in the whole book. The first 10 lectures
mainly discuss the basic governance issues of limited liability companies
and expound some basic concepts, which are suitable for start-ups and
small and medium-sized enterprises; the last 10 lectures mainly discuss
the governance mechanism of companies limited by shares and listed
companies, which is mainly for large enterprises. The 20 lectures in the whole book basically cover
the main corporate governance problems that an enterprise may encounter in the development
process.
Sound corporate governance has two purposes: first, to provide opportunities for enterprising
people to make a career; Second, dismiss employees who do not agree with the company culture
and who have poor work ability at the right time. The purpose of this book is to help readers find
out such an interest structure, which can provide reference for solving both ownership deadlock
problem often encountered by small companies and governance problems often encountered by
large companies.
Ning Xiangdong, Ph.D. of Economics, the current executive deputy director of China Economic
Research Center, Tsinghua University and professor of School of Economics and Management. The
major research fields include: enterprise theory, corporate governance theory, and the reform and
development of Chinese enterprises.
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《亚马逊编年史》宁向东、刘小华 著
Amazon Chronicle by Ning Xiangdong and Liu Xiaohua.
9787521733075|672p|88.00|230mm x 155mm|2021.8|All rights available
The Amazon Chronicle collects and organizes massive
amounts of information, sorts out key and important events in
Amazon's monthly development from 1994 to 2020, and interprets
Bezos's letter to shareholders by theme. It not only presents the
growth and development of Amazon in a detailed, intuitive and
systematic manner, giving readers a glimpse of the action and
rhythm arrangement of Amazon's layout, but also help readers to
learn the management wisdom hidden in Bezos' letter to
shareholders. This book is quite worthy of reference and learning
for domestic enterprise managers.
Ning Xiangdong, the current professor and doctoral supervisor of Institute of Economics and
Management, Tsinghua University. He once served as the independent director of several listed
companies, e.g., Weichai Power and China Southern Airlines, research consultant of World Bank
and McKinsey & Company, and project consultant of Huawei, Tencent, Samsung, etc.
Liu Xiaohua, Bachelor of Law of Peking University, MBA of Tsinghua University, Master of
Management of MIT, the current Department Manager of the Bank of China and is currently in the
United States.

《长期有耐心 : 美团的成长与进化逻辑》丁西坡 著
Long-term Patience: The Growth and Evolutionary Logic of Meituan by Ding Xipo.
9787521729405|348p|65.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.4|12,000 copies| All rights available
How did Meituan become one of China's top three Internet
companies in 10 years?
This book completely presents the mobile Internet growth path of
Meituan, an enterprise with trillions of market value, for the first time, and
combs the team's innovation process and operating management
experience in a systematic way.
This book, from the perspective of a former Meituan employee who
has experienced Meituan’s ten-year start-up period, records major events
of Meituan since its establishment to now, as well as the views and
experience drawn from such events. This book combs and summarizes major changes, internal
strategies, talent team management, etc. of Meituan over the years in detail, and analyzes Meituan’s
business positioning and innovation, team building and talent training, organizational structure
adjustment and reform, corporate culture and development concepts, etc., as well as the innovation
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and competition of Chinese enterprises under the overall background of mobile Internet.
As a financial writer, Ding Xipo is the author of Baidu Employees and Things, China Online Affairs,
etc. From April, 2011 to July, 2020, he worked at Meituan and served as the public relations director
of Meituan Food Delivery.

《以红之名：奥美中国草创》宋秩铭 著
In the Name of Red: Establishment of Ogilvy & Mather China by Song Zhiming.

9787521731286|512p|108.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.6|20,000 copies| All rights available
T. B. Song Zhiming, Chairman of Ogilvy & Mather Greater
China and "China's Ogilvy", reproduces the company's
establishment process with key figures in the start-up stage of
Ogilvy & Mather China. The development process from 0 to 1 and
from 1 to N of Ogilvy & Mather China is explained in detail, the
unique path of an international company in the localization process
is demonstrated, and the entrepreneurial scene of the Chinese
version of Mad Men is created. On this basis, the author reveals
everything about company strategic management, experience in
customer relationship management and new propositions in the
digital age, which have accumulated over the past decades in Ogilvy & Mather China. Such
experience is of vital significance of inspiration for advertising professionals and corporate
managers.
Song Zhiming, the current chairman of Ogilvy & Mather Group Greater China and WPP Group
Greater China, is honored as "China's Ogilvy" by the industry and rated as "Top Ten Advertising
Managers" in China. At the same time, as one of the founders of Comprehensive Agency
Professional Committee of China Advertising Association of Commerce, Song Zhiming established
China 4A in 2006 and served as a lifelong consultant.

《赢在公关：创造品牌影响力》 奥美集团编著
Winning in Public Relations: Creating Brand Influence compiled by Ogilvy & Mather Group.
9787521725438|352p|68.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.4|10,000 copies| All rights available
In response to the great changes in the global marketing
environment and industry since 2013, Ogilvy & Mather Global began
the "One Ogilvy & Mather" transformation in 2017 and officially
implemented the transformation in the Chinese market in 2018. The
working boundaries of various marketing in Ogilvy & Mather have been
expanded due to the changing environment and the new pattern of "One
Ogilvy & Mather", and more diverse working methods and techniques
have emerged, followed by professional thinking and summary which
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are more enthusiastic, rich and innovative. This is especially prominent in Ogilvy & Mather's
professional competence field of "Public Relations and Influence". This book summarizes secrets
of public relations reform and the law of influence of Ogilvy & Mather, providing readers with new
ideas for understanding public relations.
Ogilvy & Mather is a global creative network providing integrated marketing solutions. In 132
offices in 83 markets worldwide, Ogilvy & Mather helps customers create great value in the great
vision driven by creativity and technology through five core businesses (Innovation and growth,
experience, public relations, advertising, health care). Ogilvy & Mather entered the Chinese
mainland market in 1991. It is a sample of the mainland advertising industry transforming from
enlightenment to maturity and has developed into one of the influential integrated marketing
communication groups in China in the past 30 years,

《生生不息：一个中国企业的进化与转型》范海涛
Endless Life: Evolution and Transformation of a Chinese Enterprise by Fan Haitao.
9787521733426|384p|88.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.8|All rights available
To write this book, Fan Haitao, a well-known biographer, met Lei
Jun several times for detailed discussion, and interviewed senior
management and internal employees of Jinshan Group. This book
recorded the story of Jinshan Group from the establishment to the
maintenance and then to the reinvention from an objective point of view.
Not just a corporate biography, this book also tells Lei Jun's unique
future-oriented observation, reveals his unique management experience
and subtle and profound investment skills, and embodies his pure
entrepreneurial spirit. It can be said that this book includes Lei Jun's
enterprise management methodology, which brings together corporate
strategic planning, management models, investment and business strategies. The Jinshan team is a
successful case of its methodology (mobile Internet business thinking). Thanks to the three-wheel
drive revenue model, five reform strategies, the introduction of venture investment and other
operating skills and strategies, Jinshan's vitality in the age of mobile Internet has been activated.
This book provides a textbook-level methodology and practical strategy for solving problems
that puzzle numerous entrepreneurs, such as the maintenance and reinvention of traditional
enterprises.
Fan Haitao, the first Chinese master of oral history in Columbia University. He once served as a
financial reporter of Beijing Youth Daily, a Sina.com reporter in Washington, and a representative
of U.S. News & World Report in China. In 2009, he co-authored and published The World Is
Different Because of You: Kai-Fu Lee Autobiography with Dr. Kai-Fu Lee, with over 1 million sales
volume so far. The co-authored book also won the China Best Local Business Author Award from
Blue Lion Finance Publishing Center.
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《长寿时代：从长寿、健康、财富的角度透视人类未来》 陈东升著
Age of Longevity: Perspective on Human Future from Perspectives of Longevity, Health and
Wealth by Chen Dongsheng.
9787521733068|309p|88.00|2021.8|230mm x 155mm|All rights available
The Chinese version of The 100-Year Life, a book that cannot be
ignored in enterprise planning and transformation in an aging society.
"Age of longevity" is a proposition closely linked to human destiny. It can
be found through a close study of population characteristics and evolution
logic that human longevity is the irresistible trend of human development.
With the extension of human life, the 100-year life is coming, "long-term
survival with disease" becomes an important portrait, and the scale of life
stage division will also change accordingly.
The author cites the concept of "age of longevity" to establish a
theoretical framework for recognizing this social state, analyzes the changes of human beings from
three perspectives, namely, longevity, health and wealth, and sees through the future society clearly.
In addition, the author puts forward specific strategies and methods in the age of longevity based on
his observation and thinking, as well as the exploration and practice in the process of leading
Taikang Insurance. This book is a systematic update of the traditional theory of population aging,
providing decision makers, entrepreneurs, families and individuals with a new perspective to
understand and cope with future changes.
Chen Dongsheng, Ph.D. of Economics, Wuhan University, founder of China Guardian
International Auctions and Taikang Life Insurance, the current Chairman and CEO of Taikang
Insurance Group. In 1993, he established China Guardian International Auction Co., Ltd., the first
internationally compatible joint-stock auction house in China. In 1996, he founded Taikang Life
Insurance Co., Ltd., which was reorganized into Taikang Insurance Group Co., Ltd. in 2016. Since
2018, Taikang has continuously ranked among Fortune Global 500 companies.

《万物生生：TCL 敢为 40 年 1981-2021》秦朔,戚德志
All Things Alive: TCL's 40 Adventurous Years from 1981 to 2021 by Qin Shuo, Qi Dezhi.
9787521734676|432p|78.00|230mm x 155mm|2021.9|All rights available
As an official authorized work for the 40th anniversary of the
establishment of TCL, this book contains the essence of Li
Dongsheng's 40-year management thought and his mental journey,
and demonstrates China's strength and entrepreneurial spirit in the
wave of globalization.
TCL has participated in the development of China's
manufacturing industry at every historical stage in the past 40
years. Regardless of the ups and downs, TCL will eventually
move towards the world and the highland of industrial innovation.
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Today, with the focus on four core technologies (artificial intelligence and big data, new
semiconductor display technology and materials, 5G application technology, smart manufacturing
and industrial Internet), TCL has formed three major business segments, namely, intelligent terminal
with TCL industry as the core, semiconductor display with TCL Huaxing as the core, and
semiconductor photovoltaic and semiconductor materials with central semiconductor as the core.
TCL is striving to become a world-leading smart technology company.
Through the analysis with team members on the 40-year development of TCL, a large
enterprise group, Qin Shuo, a humanistic financial observer, helps readers see the past and future of
the manufacturing industry in China, and ensures that the tenacious and everlasting spirit of Chinese
enterprises and entrepreneurs has always accompanied us on our way forward.
Qin Shuo, a famous media professional and humanistic financial observer, the former editor-inchief of South Reviews and China Business News, and the initiator of the new media brand "Qin
Shuo Friends Circle". Qi Dezhi, a senior media professional, has dedicated in the financial industry
for nearly 20 years, and has worked in top Chinese media such as China Business News and Toutiao.

《黑海攻略》 曹仰锋 著
Black Sea Raiders by Cao Yangfeng.
9787521726398|296p|68.00|230mm x 155mm|2021.2|7,000 copies |All rights available
The rapid development of digital technology has brought great
challenges to the strategic model and organizational model of traditional
enterprises, while bringing new growth opportunities to enterprises
actively developing digital economy. Zhang Ruimin, Chairman of the
Board of Directors of Haier Group, believes that there are only two fates
for future enterprises: ecological or be ecologicalized. Haier has made
the choice firmly, that is, transforming into an ecological enterprise.
Zhang Ruimin has condensed Haier's ecological strategy into "Black Sea
Strategy", and pointed out that the Black Sea Strategy aims to "build a
business ecosystem with value-added sharing as the core mechanism and
co-evolution of ecological partners".
This book mainly answers the following questions: What are the essence and principles of the
Black Sea Strategy? How does Haier implement the Black Sea Strategy and what tools and
mechanisms has it developed? What kind of organizational model and platform capabilities are
required as a support? Why is the Black Sea Strategy a new model of strategy in the age of Internet
of Things? How can other enterprises learn from Haier in order to implement the Black Sea Strategy?
This book focuses on Haier's ecological strategy, new cases and management tools since 2016, and
studies how Haier builds an endless business ecosystem.
Cao Yangfeng, Ph.D., Dean of Institute of Global Entrepreneurship & Innovation (IOGEI),
Professor of Management Practice of Guanghua School of Management, Peking University, and
Founder of Yiyuan Academy. He focused on strategic transformation and business model innovation,
organizational change and sustainable growth, served as the strategic consultant of transformation
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and change for many large enterprises, and published several best-selling books such as The Fourth
Management Revolution and Haier 's Transformation: Everyone is CEO.

《直播时代》快手研究院 著
Age of Live Broadcasting by Kwai Research Institute.
9787521727579|488p|75.00|230mm x 155mm|2021.3|33,000 copies| All rights available
Age of Live Broadcasting tells how the business in the age of video
is reconstructed under the new technology and economy paradigm, as
well as how are the new supply and new demand are presented.
This book involves 152 research interviews and over 30 cases,
including the practice of live broadcasting e-commerce in Hangzhou,
Guangzhou, Linyi and Wuhan, cases of combination of industries such
as agriculture, education and jewelry with live broadcasting and video,
as well as the evolution of infrastructure and the growth of brand in
Kwai's ecology, and discusses poverty alleviation, employment and other
topics in the age of video.
Kwai Research Institute is an enterprise think tank established by Kwai (stock code: 1024.HK). It
is engaged in strategic and forward-looking research and public policy research related to enterprises,
and has written The Power Seen-What Is Kwai (published by CITIC Publishing Group in January
2020), the first official book of Kwai.

《华为销售法》李江 著
Huawei Sales Law by Li Jiang.
9787521733006|240p|69.00|230mm x 155mm|2021.7|19,000 copies| All rights available
Huawei seeks customers in every village and county and
draws on the experience of IBM, Accenture and other world-class
companies. Based on this, Huawei has established an efficient
sales management system. The wolf spirit of "the mission must
reach" has been forged, which mainly comes from the hard work
of Huawei's sales team. Because of this, Huawei's sales increased
from 1.5 billion yuan to 12 billion yuan, and then to 900 billion
yuan. Huawei's key to success is: effective training mechanism, an
attitude of learning from competitors, methods of maintaining
customer relationship, weapons and methods of operating projects,
and direct sales-to-be channel models.
Compared with To C sales, To B sales are more difficult. Huawei has summarized a set of To
B sales models and methods through market practice, which has great reference significance.
Huawei Sales Law can help you improve your abilities in sales strategy, market insight, market
expansion, user research, sales lead, project operation and sales management, and open up new
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market situations.
Li Jiang, founder of "Huayouhui" management consulting brand, once served as the Channel
Director of the International Department of Huawei Datacom Product Line (Huawei 3com), Sales
Director of Asia Pacific Region, etc. His main responsibility was the international sales business of
Huawei Datacom products and won Huawei Gold Medal Individual Award.

《12 步玩转股权激励》鲍乐东 著
Share Equity Incentives in 12 Steps by Bao Ledong.
9787521731873 |489p|86.00|230mm x 155mm|2021.6|9,000 copies| All rights available
This book starts from the origin and development history of
share equity incentives, and tells the importance of introducing
share equity incentives into enterprises based on cases such as
Xiaomi, Yonghui Supermarket and Country Garden. Based on the
necessity of share equity incentives, the author creatively proposes
the methodology of "four in one" talent incentive service mode.
That is, with focuses on the company strategy, solving the problems
from four aspects (corporate culture, salary performance, share
equity incentives and tax planning) in a comprehensive manner.;
secondly, it is pointed out in this book that the enterprise shall
implement the nine links of share equity incentives to formulate suitable share equity incentive plan;
finally, this book explains the 12D share equity incentive model proposed by the author and its
specific content, which mainly includes 12 elements, i.e., definite purpose, definite object, definite
entry, definite mode, definite source, definite carrier, definite quantity, definite price, definite time,
definite assessment, definite adjustment and definite exit. Any reader can quickly extract the core
elements of any share equity incentive plan with this model, thereby peeling the skeleton of the
share equity incentive plan.
Bao Ledong is currently the director of Shanghai Lanting (Hangzhou) Law Firm and the MBA
alumni practice tutor of the Business School, China University of Political Science and Law. He
once worked for Fortune 500 companies, e.g., Procter & Gamble and Kodak, and is now dedicated
to the prevention and control of corporate legal risks, including the civil and commercial affairs and
economic law fields such as company law, share equity architecture and share equity incentives,
wealth inheritance, human resources and labor legal services.
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《超级大脑在想啥？漫画病菌、人类与历史》陈磊、张文宏 著
What’s in a Super Brain? Germs, Mankind and History: A Comic Book by Chen Lei and Zhang
Wenhong.

9787521726756|3690p|69.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.1|85,000 copies| All rights available
This book combines the professional knowledge of Professor
Zhang Wenhong with the unique visual and contextualized science
popularization method in comics to introduce the nine major
plagues that have changed the human history and the world pattern
from a brand-new perspective. This book adopts interesting images
and popular text instead of boring historical narratives to explore
the historical upheaval brought by germs. In addition, the book also
presents an interdisciplinary mode of thinking, helping you expand
your world outlook from the small point of plague and explore how
plagues have affected human politics, economy, religion, art and
technology!
Chen Lei, pioneer of science popularization by comic, has founded the WeChat official accounts
“Hunzhi”, “Hunzhi Health”, “Hunzhi Finance” and “Hunzhi Education”, which have more than 10
million followers on the Internet. Zhang Wenhong, distinguished professor of the “Chang Jiang
Scholars Program”, director of the Department of Infectious Diseases, Huashan Hospital, Fudan
University, and professor and doctoral supervisor of Fudan University.

《生命的起源》刘大可 著
The Origin of Life by Liu Dake
9787521728620 |568p|168.00|230mm x 170mm|2021.7| All rights available
The Origin of Life is a bold attempt. It focuses on the new
achievements of important branches of biology such as cell biology,
molecular biology, structural biology and biochemistry in recent 20 years
behind the “question on the origin of life”, and tries to answer the
fundamental question “how the common ancestor of all lives was born 4
billion years ago” in concise language. There are a number of illustrations,
annotations, extended reading articles and additional chapters in the book.
The extended reading materials and additional chapters, in particular,
have answered many “fundamental questions” in life science besides the
core question on the origin of life, providing readers with a refreshing
reading experience.
Liu Dake, graduating from School of Computer and Information Technology, Beijing Jiaotong
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University with a bachelor’s degree and the School of Animation and Digital Arts, Communication
University of China with a master's degree, has been active in the fields of popular science,
humanities and arts at Sina Weibo with the ID “Mr. Liu Dake”. This is his first book.

《睡个好觉》汪瞻 著
Sleep Well by Wang Zhan

9787521728163 |238p|59.00|210mm x 170mm|2021.3|9,000 copies| All rights available
Sleep has become an increasingly common problem that
puzzles many people, especially students and office workers with
high pressure and high load. This book will clarify the common
misconceptions of insomnia patients, and introduce in detail seven
sleep trainings of cognitive behavioral therapy for insomnia: sleep
log, sleep habits check, stimulus control therapy, sleep restriction,
abdominal breathing, mindfulness-based cognitive therapy (MBCT),
and cognitive adjustment method, aiming to help readers who are
suspicious of or already suffering from sleep problems find out the
symptoms and root causes of insomnia, and fundamentally
overcome insomnia by changing their own behaviors and thoughts. Readers can follow the covermounted sleep workbook to make gradual improvement in a planned way, so as to achieve
qualitative change through quantitative changes and sleep well again.
Wang Zhan, member of the Sleep Medicine Group of the Chinese Society of Behavioral Medicine,
Chinese Medical Association, Deputy Secretary General of Shenzhen Psychological Consultant
Association, and visiting scholar of Yale School of Medicine. He is good at using evidence-based
psychotherapy techniques such as cognitive behavioral therapy and mindfulness therapy to provide
systematic psychotherapy services for common psychological disorders such as emotional disorders
and sleep disorders. He is also deputy editor-in-chief of Community Psychological Counseling, and
has translated works including Tackling Health Anxiety: A CBT Handbook and CognitiveBehavioral Therapy with Couples and Families: A Comprehensive Guide for Clinicians and so on.
Ouyang Xuan, MD, member of the Sleep Medicine Group of the Chinese Society of Behavioral
Medicine, Chinese Medical Association, Associate Chief Physician at the Psychiatry Department of
Xiangya Hospital, visiting scholar of Yale School of Medicine. Her main research fields are
neuroimaging of severe mental diseases, and he is good at diagnosis and treatment of common
mental diseases, psychological counseling and psychotherapy.
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《嘿，原来是表情包！博物馆的宝藏文物：给孩子的趣味历史科普》王骢颖,冯翰宁 著
Hey, They Are Memes! Treasures of Museums: Interesting History for Children by Wang
Congying and Feng Hanning.
9787521730852 |240p|58.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.6|7,000 copies| Traditional Chinese
rights sold
A guide to exploring museum treasures and cultural relics! More
than 100 cultural relics, more than 30 museums, thousand-year-old
cultural relics transformed into interesting and impressive memes.
We have a written introduction for the original cultural relic
corresponding to each meme. From the collision between ancient and
modern times, you will find that when we explore history from a
different perspective, history is not boring at all, but full of vitality.
This book brings cultural relics in museums to readers in a
fashionable and interesting manner, in which the memes of popular
culture and ancient cultural relics are tactfully combined, making
popular science about the museums more suitable for modern people, young and old.
Memes by: Wang Congying, an art teacher, who has created humorous memos of cultural relic
which have been widely loved by people of various groups. Captions by: Feng Hanning, a graduate
from Nankai University with a bachelor’s degree in Cultural Relics and Museology and a graduate
from University of Leicester with a master’s degree in Museology. He is currently engaged in the
museum industry.

《美人图》 孟晖著
Beauties by Meng Hui.

9787521717730 |328p|89.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.4|16,000 copies| Traditional Chinese
rights sold
This book helps you understand the ritual pursuit of “beauty” by
ancient Chinese women, and carefully introduces the styles, charm
and atmosphere created by women with their wisdom.
Beauties is a collection of essays on classical life aesthetics by
Meng Hui, a researcher and writer of Chinese traditional material
culture. The author discusses the daily life and aesthetic creation of
ancient Chinese women in a simple way. The book, divided into seven
chapters, Beauty Competition, Love, Festivals, Makeup, Clothing,
Living and Elegance, vividly and meticulously explains how ancient
women created charmful appearance and atmospheres. Ancient history
and quiet antiquities contain poetry from ancient times. From the relationship between antiquities
and life, Meng Hui helps readers to understand ancient people's pursuit of beautiful sense of ritual
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from daily details, arousing readers' re-imagination of classical beauty.
Meng Hui, who once worked in the Preservation and Exhibition Department of Beijing Art Museum
and served as an editor at Beijing SDX Joint Publishing Company, is now a freelance writer. His
works include the novel A Story Told on Ghost Day, essay collections Venus's Mirror, Pan Jinlian's
Hairstyle, and Sixteen Articles among the Flowers, and academic work Historical Records on
Women's Clothing in Central Plains.

《中国传统色 : 色彩通识 100 讲》
Chinese Traditional Colors: 100 Lectures on Colors

9787521728835 |220p|98.00|230mm x 170mm|2021.3|80,000 copies| All rights available
Chinese Traditional Colors: 100 Lectures on Colors has
salvaged 100 mysterious ancient color words and restored them to
their original appearance in the form of small lectures, thus tracing
back to the ancients' perception of colors and the expression of
colors in history, etiquette, literature and art. Interpreting the origin
and aesthetic characteristics of Chinese traditional colors, it
introduces traditional colors into our daily life, and let the cultural
charm behind the colors become the common feelings of Chinese
people.
Guo Hao, former visiting scholar at Harvard Kennedy School, is an expert in the research of
Chinese traditional colors and a cultural scholar. His other works include Traditional Chinese Colors:
Color Aesthetics in the Forbidden City.

《这里是中国 2》星球研究所 著
Hi, I’m China 2 by Institute for Planets
9787521731224|532p|198.00|260mm x 210mm|2021.7|210,000 copies| All rights available
This book introduces the geographical changes of China and
the creation of the Chinese people in the past century since the
modern times, and presents the great surface shaping on this blue
planet.
Through original photographs and text full of emotional
temperature, this book depicts the representative geographical and
cultural landscapes and natural features of China, so that we can
understand the natural world in which we live while enjoying a
visual feast, and collect the beauty of nature in a sensible way.
Founded in 2016, the Institute for Planets is a professional science popularization organization on
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geography, which focuses on exploring the world, deconstructing everything in the world, and
understanding the world and human beings from a geographical perspective. Now it has published
a number of phenomenal articles. In 2018, the Institute for Planets was listed in the “Top Ten Popular
Science We-media Platforms of China” by People's Daily and China Association for Science and
Technology.

《长江文明》冯天瑜 著
Yangtze River Civilization by Feng Tianyu
9787521725735|334p|79.00|230mm x 155mm|2021.7| English rights sold
In this book, the author introduces the natural and cultural
aspects of the Yangtze River Basin in an all-round way through
pictures and text, and enumerates the development courses and
characteristics of other great river civilizations in the world for
comparison with the Yangtze River civilization. Since ancient times,
the Chinese nation's understanding and investigation of the Yangtze
River Basin has gradually taken shape. The author tries to break the
regional barriers on the basis of previous studies, re-establish the
overall understanding of the Yangtze River civilization from the
altitude of the Chinese civilization, explain in detail the civilization
pattern in which the Yangtze River civilization and the Yellow River civilization coexists, and define
the historical role of the Yangtze River civilization. Under the unified concept of the Yangtze River
civilization, cultural memories and remains will become more systematic, arousing more attention
to the history and future of the Yangtze River Basin.
Feng Tianyu, professor and doctoral supervisor at the School of History of Wuhan University,
studies cultural history of China and local history of Hubei. He has published hundreds of papers
on Social Sciences in China, Historical Research and other journals, and his works include Spirits
in Chinese Classics, Chitosemaru’s Tour to Shanghai: Japanese Observation of China in 1862,
Sources of New Words and Expressions, Notes on the Cultural History of Ming and Qing Dynasties,
Textual Research on Feudalism, History of the Revolution of 1911, History of the Formation of
Chinese Culture, etc.

《无字史记》波音 著
Historical Records before Words by Boyin
9787521734256|296p|49.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.9|All rights available
This is a secret history of our ancestors engraved on genes.
Since millions of years ago, groups of ancient humans have appeared on the land of China, but
unfortunately, before the appearance of inscriptions on oracle bones, the deeds of ancient ancestors
could only be passed on by word of mouth through illusory myths and legends, whose authenticity
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is hard to determine. Fortunately, modern technology has made up for
our regret in searching for our ancestors.
The book, taking the achievements made by applying modern
science and technology such as molecular genetics in archaeology,
history, zoology and botany as materials, reveals the origin, migration,
life and cultural features of Chinese ancestors from a brand-new
perspective, especially focusing on the new historical knowledge
revealed by genetic research which has not been recorded in history
books, especially the new discoveries in prehistoric times without words,
and tries to impress the readers without words. This book is mainly divided into several chapters,
respectively on the homo erectus era, modern homo sapiens era, farming era, ethnic integration era
and cultural gene integration era of Chinese ancestors in turn, and finally the migration of some
ancestors to all parts of the world. This book provides readers with a new way of thinking for
understanding the ancestors and the Chinese civilization, and a scientific and objective method for
readers to rationally understand the relations between different civilizations and different ethnic
groups in the world, through macroscopical description on the ancestors of Chinese people for
millions of years and detailed exploration into the formation and integration of different ethnic
groups in history.
Boyin, Mongol, a graduate from Beijing University, was once editor-in-chief of World Heritages
and other journals. He strives to integrate the grandeur with the subtleties, and introduce cuttingedge knowledge with popular and humorous writing style. He has published more than ten works
in history, economics and popular science, including Grass and Grain: 4000 Years of Integration of
Chinese Civilization, Sailing, Wealth, Empire, Property of Dynasties, Hence Falling in Love with
Economics, Reading the Universe, Artisans of a Great Country II, some of which have been
translated into English, Korean and Traditional Chinese.

《观复猫：中国古画有玄机》
（第一辑）马未都 著
Cats from Guanfu Museum: The Mystery in Ancient Chinese Paintings (Part I) by Ma Weidu
9787521733396|382p|139.00|250mm x 235mm|2021.8|10,000 copies| All rights available
Cats from Guanfu Museum: The Mystery in Ancient
Chinese Paintings is a new book of the Cats from Guanfu
Museum series. This book integrates Cats from Guanfu
Museum (Guanfu Cats) into famous ancient Chinese paintings
to create the new “antique paintings”, which are very
interesting. There paintings combine exquisite pictures with
professional text to introduce the lifestyle and interests of
ancient people, as well as ancient Chinese history, costumes,
cultural relics, folkways and other traditional knowledge. It is
a popular science book combining knowledge and fun.
Ma Weidu, founder of Guanfu Museum, is a cultural scholar. In 1996, Ma Weidu founded the
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Guanfu Museum, a private museum, and adopted dozens of cats in the museum in succession. With
the original idea and promotion of Ma Weidu, the brand “Guanfu Cats” was officially founded, and
the cats became the cat curators of Guanfu Museum. Ma Weidu hopes to spread the excellent
Chinese culture in a more relaxed way with such cute cats.
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《历史的面孔》 徐涛 著
Faces of History by Xu Tao
9787521725469|59.00|2021.1| All rights available

Xu Tao, a famous politics teacher, has chosen nine representative
figures in modern history, including Liang Qichao, Chen Tianhua, Kong
Xiangxi, Tang Shaoyi, and Gu Weijun, who were all drops of water
entering the sea in the new wave of history and have been simplified into
fragmentary knowledge points in textbooks. In the general education
about history we have experienced, the first-tier historical figures have
always been portrayed with high emphasis. In fact, however, there are still
many important figures who have played an important role in historical
development. What's more, they also had choices and troubles of common
people. Their diligence, struggling, love and life choices can often bring
us more practical inspiration. In Faces of History, the faces of these figures gradually become clear
and simple.
Xu Tao, Ph.D. in Political Economy, a famous politics teacher for postgraduate entrance
examination, and a well-known we-media educator.

《中国村落史》胡彬彬 著
History of Chinese Villages by Hu Binbin
9787521733419|467p|196.00|230mm x 170mm|2021.7| All rights available
In modern China, where urbanization is advancing triumphantly,
traditional villages are facing a crisis of extinction. Therefore, it has
incomparable cultural value to explore and study existing traditional
villages and their cultural relics. In the past decades, the author
visited more than 5,000 traditional villages in China and accumulated
a great deal of field investigation data. Through coordination and
research of new materials and quotation and exploration of historical
documents and classics, the author roams the ancient and modern
times, from the origin of civilization to modern China,
comprehensively presents and deeply analyzes the evolution and development of Chinese traditional
villages from a grand historical perspective, and tells the characteristics of traditional villages in
different periods, their cultural significance and their interaction with the historical backgrounds
and social systems. Behind the progressive analysis of historical data and detailed analysis of the
classics, the panoramic appearance of Chinese traditional villages is shown on the page.
Hu Binbin, a tier-2 professor and doctoral supervisor at Central South University, director of the
Chinese Village Culture Research Center, and founder of theoretical system of Chinese village
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culture research. He has pushed the protection of Chinese traditional village culture to the national
cultural protection strategy and introduced the study of Chinese village culture into the field of
national humanities research.

《西方文化的传统与演进》赵林
The Origins and Dev elopement of Western Culture by Zhao Lin
9787521730654 |448p|48.00|880mm x 1230mm|2021.7|10,000 copies| All rights available
*A classic masterpiece on exploring the deep structure of western
culture*
*The magnificent history of western culture for 3,000 years presented
by a philosophy professor of Wuhan University*
*Interpreting western practice with Chinese theory*
Taking the transcendent romantic spirit as the essential spiritual
feature of western culture and the dialectical relationship between
religious martyrdom and secular heroism as the theoretical
framework, this book systematically shows the development of
western society from the primitive harmony of ancient Greek culture
to the heroism of Roman Empire, to the spiritualism of medieval Christian culture, and finally to
the cultural change of modern western society, and expounds the spiritual motive force and internal
contradictions of the development and evolution of western culture from the perspective of
philosophical speculation.
Zhao Lin, Ph.D. in philosophy and Luojia Distinguished Scholar at Wuhan University, a national
famous teacher. His main research fields are western philosophy, western culture and the history of
Christian thought. He has published more than 20 works such as Hegel's Religious Philosophy,
Western Religious Culture, Christianity and Western Culture, History of Western Philosophy and
The Glor of Ancient Greek Civilization, and published 200 papers in academic journals at home and
abroad.

《希腊思想与文化》 吴晓群 著
Greek Thought and Culture by Wu Xiaoqun

9787521727333 |580p|168.00|250mm x 175mm|2021.5| All rights available
As the general course on Greek culture at Fudan University, this
is a book that offers an overview of the ancient Greek civilization for
two thousand years.
This book, born out of an undergraduate handout of general
education course at Fudan University's, tries to provide readers with
a complete picture of the ancient Greek civilization for two thousand
years. The author has introduced the whole process from the CreteMycenaean civilization when myth and the history were intertwined,
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to the Dark Age that gave birth to the glorious Homer's epics, the ancient age when civilization was
in its infancy, the brilliant classical period and to Alexander the Great and the Hellenistic era when
the influence of civilization continued to spread eastward.
The book offers more than 100 exquisite illustrations, and ingeniously quotes classical Greek
poems and historical works. From the eyes and mouths of the ancient Greeks, it clearly shows a
complete of the daily life and the material and spiritual worlds of the ancient Greeks from several
aspects, including urban culture, entertainment and festivals, sculpture and painting, poetry and
drama, sports competition, to political life, religious belief, philosophical thinking, historical records,
leading us back to the lost world of ancient Greek.
Wu Xiaoqun, professor of and doctoral supervisor at the Fudan University Department of History.
His research fields are Western classical historiography (with particular emphasis on Herodotus)
and ancient Greek ceremonies (including the comparative study of ancient Greek and Chinese preQin ceremonies).

《浪漫之魂：让-雅克·卢梭》赵林 著
The Soul of a Romanticist: Jean-Jacques Rousseau by Zhao Lin.

9787521727500 |264p|168.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.5|21,000 copies| All rights available
This book reproduces Rousseau's rough and affectionate life from
the perspective of “sympathetic understanding”, and interprets
Rousseau's romantic thoughts. The author has studied western culture
for more than 40 years and his writing style is full of affection.
To understand Rousseau, start with this book.
He is a giant of the Enlightenment and a pioneer of romanticism.
He is a rebel of the times, fighting alone against the whole French upper
class and intellectual elite. He is a melancholy dreamer, crying out for
freedom and equality, morality and conscience. He was expelled from
his own country and was displaced and homeless, but his heart was
filled with patriotism. He had a mixed reputation before his death, but he was deeply admired by
the world including Kant, a great philosopher. He is Jean-Jacques Rousseau.
Zhao Lin, Ph.D. in philosophy and Luojia Distinguished Scholar at Wuhan University, a national
famous teacher. His main research fields are western philosophy, western culture and the history of
Christian thought. He has published more than 20 works such as Hegel's Religious Philosophy,
Western Religious Culture, Christianity and Western Culture, History of Western Philosophy and
The Glor of Ancient Greek Civilization, and published 200 papers in academic journals at home and
abroad.
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《对立之美：西方艺术 500 年》 严伯钧 著
Art in Paradox: 500 Years of Western Art by Yan Bojun.

9787521727333 |580p|168.00|250mm x 175mm|2021.3|57,000 copies| All rights available
A masterpiece by Wen Jin Awards winner Yan Bojun with ten years’
efforts! Translating obscure art history into intellectual assets that
everybody can understand!
Art in Paradox: 500 Years of Western Art adopts “binary opposition”
to tell the public about western art history. From the art history with many
research objects, the author has found two great masters of the same
period with high achievements and different styles, and studied and
summarized their works to establish a coordinate system of western art
history for readers, help readers to systematically understand western art
history, and make readers learn by analogy after reading this book. Only
by studying art through history and then studying history through art can we know the underlying
reasons.
Yan Bojun, winner of the Wenjin Awards, a popular science writer, and a very popular video blogger,
has 20 years' experience in studying western art, and has created his own “binary opposition”
analysis method, which is used to analyze art and music works with rational logic, and achieve an
original and clear interpretation of the evolution and development of western art.

《成为科学家》 腾讯青年发展委员会著，Niklas Elmehed 绘
Becoming a Scientist, written by Tencent Youth Development Committee, illustrator: Niklas
Elmehed

9787521729665 |304p|59.00|210mm x 170mm|2021.5|19,000 copies| All rights available
Becoming A Scientist tells the legendary stories of ten worldrenowned scientists. They come from different research fields, different
countries, grew up in different ages, and have different family
backgrounds. But as scientists, they have something in common:
curiosity, thirst for knowledge and imagination to the world since
childhood, and enthusiasm for science.
The 10 scientists include:
Tu Youyou, winner of the “Medal of the Republic” and Nobel laureate.
Zhong Nanshan, winner of the “Medal of the Republic” and academician
of the Chinese Academy of Engineering.
Zhang Yitang, professor at the Department of Mathematics, University of California, Santa Barbara.
Wang Yifang, Academician of the Chinese Academy of Sciences and director of the Institute of High
Energy Physics of Chinese Academy of Sciences
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Chang Jin, academician of the Chinese Academy of Sciences and director of the National
Astronomical Observatories, CAS
Bao Zhenan, academician of the National Academy of Engineering and dean of the Department of
Chemical Engineering at Stanford University
Yan Ning, professor of Princeton University and foreign academician of the United States National
Academy of Sciences
Xu Chenyang, professor at Princeton University
Lisa Randall, academician of the United States National Academy of Sciences and theoretical
physicist at Harvard University.
Mark McCaughrean, senior Advisor for Science & Exploration at the European Space Agency (ESA)
There are 1 Nobel laureate, 2 winners of the “Medal of the Republic”, 6 Chinese and foreign
academicians, including 4 female scientists.

《航母档案·日本卷》张召忠 著
Aircraft Carrier Archives Japanese Volume by Zhang Zhaozhong
9787521729320|375p|79.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.7|20,000 copies| All rights available
In this book, Zhang Zhaozhong, the military strategist who is
called “Director-general” by netizens, will guide you to explore the
development context and specific situations of various Japanese
aircraft carriers. Combining the hot topics with knowledge about
aircraft carriers, the author helps readers to cherish today's peace
while understanding the ruthlessness and cruelty of war in
humorous and simple language.
This book takes the development history of aircraft carriers in
Japan as a clue. Japan is one of the first countries in the world to
have aircraft carriers and once owned the largest and most powerful
aircraft carriers in the world. However, these aircraft carriers were wiped out in the war. After World
War II, Japan started to develop aircraft carriers from scratch, and now it has produced its own
aircraft carriers again.
Zhang Zhaozhong, retired rear admiral, former professor and doctoral supervisor of military
strategy at China Peoples Liberation Army National Defence University, academic leader of military
equipment. His representative works include Ocean Trilogy and A Gentle Whisper from the Chinese
Military Theorist Zhang Zhaozhong.
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《国家的重生：日本战后崛起之路》马国川 著
The Rebirth of a Country: Japan's Road to Post-war Rise by Ma Guochuan
9787521729672|369p|68.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.8|8,500 copies| All rights available
After Japan declared unconditional surrender in 1945, almost
the whole country was reduced to ruins, people's livelihood
declined, and the production capacity returned to the level in 1931.
On such a basis, after more than 20 years of struggle, Japan
became the second largest economic power in the capitalist world,
creating the “Japanese miracle” admired and imitated by many
catching-up countries. With the economic take-off, Japan also
experienced tremendous changes in politics, economy, enterprises,
education, culture and other aspects, and become a new country
completely different from the old Empire of Japan. This book
describes important historical figures and events in Japan from 1945 to 1973, and vividly records
the difficult course of Japan's national rebirth and economic and social development in the past 28
years.
Ma Guochuan, a senior media practitioner, once worked at China Reform and The Economic
Observer, and is now a senior researcher at Caijing magazine. He has published a number of works,
including The Great Collision, Restarting the Reform Agenda (co-authored by Wu Jinglian and Ma
Guochuan), and National Enlightenment: The Source for the Rise of the Empire of Japan.

《看世界》 傅莹 著
Seeing the World by Fu Ying

9787508688381|337p|86.00|230mm x 155mm|2021.2|126,000 copies| All rights available
This book is a collection of Fu Ying's public speeches, articles
and dialogues on international occasions in the past few years. The
original intention of this book is to enhance mutual understanding
between China and the world. This is the second collection
published by the author, which is mainly about how to see the world
and aims to respond to some international concerns at that time.
The collection is divided into nine chapters, including world
order, global pattern and China's role, Sino-US relations, SinoRussian relations, East Asian issues and the situation in the South
China Sea, some of which are published for the first time in China.
When the international situation is undergoing complicated and profound changes, we hope this
book can help readers better understand and grasp China's foreign policy as well as the situation and
trend of international relations.
Fu Ying, former director-general of the Department of Asian Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
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ambassador to the Philippines, Australia and Britain, and vice minister of foreign affairs. In 2018,
she was hired as an adjunct professor at Tsinghua University, and founded the Center for
International Strategy and Security of Tsinghua University.

《看世界 2：百年变局下的挑战和抉择》 傅莹 著
Seeing the World 2: Looking at the Challenges and Choices Under the Changing Situation of
The World in The Past Two Hundred Years by Fu Ying.

9787521727791|424p|86.00|230mm x 155mm|2021.2|47,000 copies| All rights available
Fu Ying, a senior diplomat and former vice minister of foreign
affairs, brings an in-depth interpretation on the future development
of Sino-US relations, the strategies and choices of great powers, the
COVID-19 epidemic, climate change, digital security and global
cooperation and challenges in artificial intelligence.
This book is Fu Ying's third collection, which continues the
way of presentation in Seeing the World. It is divided into several
themes, including the changes of international pattern,
globalization and China's role, international relations, COVID-19
epidemic and international situation, Asian peace issues, artificial
intelligence, international communication, and think tank construction. Focusing on responding to
many international questions and concerns about China and containing answers to international
issues of concern to the public, it helps readers to understand new global trends and the development
of international relations.
Fu Ying, former director-general of the Department of Asian Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
ambassador to the Philippines, Australia and Britain, and vice minister of foreign affairs. In 2018,
she was hired as an adjunct professor at Tsinghua University, and founded the Center for
International Strategy and Security of Tsinghua University.

《未来已来——全球领袖论天下》 朱民 著
The future is Here: Global Leaders on the Changing World by Zhu Min

9787521718850|504p|68.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.3|14,000 copies| All rights available
Zhu Min talks with world leaders in the fields of politics, economy, science and technology,
such as Su Shimin, Ray Dalio, Lei Jun, and Lu Qi, to jointly expound their understanding of the
future and expectation of the frontier trends of world development, helping readers to broaden their
global visions through cross-border study and master the new trends of global macroeconomics and
finance.
This book includes the following three aspects: First, opinion leaders with great influence in
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world politics and economy will deeply analyze the factors that
influence the future world pattern from a macro perspective, and
give pertinent suggestions to solve key issues of future international
politics; second, leaders of international financial groups will
review history, outline the new pattern of the global financial
system, and predict major issues that will affect the future
development of the global financial system; third, leaders of
multinational groups or leaders of new technologies will tell us how
to lead institutional changes with extraordinary innovative thinking,
or lead industry development from innovative perspectives. These
innovators drive forward with mission and write the future with innovation.
Zhu Min, dean of the Center for International Finance and Economic Research, Tsinghua University,
used to be vice president of IMF, vice president of People's Bank of China and vice president of
Bank of China. He has also worked at World Bank and taught economics at Johns Hopkins
University and Fudan University.

《大国博弈 2050》 王鸿刚 著
Game of Great Powers 2050 by Wang Honggang.

9787521728996|320p|69.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.5|7,000 copies| All rights available
This book aims to grasp the historical laws of the games of great
powers, analyze specific issues in the game of great powers (such as
financial game, geographical game, value form game, etc.), discuss
hot issues in current international politics (such as Sino-US relations)
based on history, and try to analyze China's development model and
strategic choices under new circumstances.
The modernization process of the world is accompanied by the
competition and game among great powers, which to some extent
determines the development of world pattern and history. Therefore,
from the perspective of international relations, the history of modern
world is also the history of a game among great powers.
This book, featuring clear and complete structure and pertinent discussion, adopts the overall
style similar to that of World Trends 2050, the author's last book, which is suitable for public readers
who are interested in international politics.
Wang Honggang, director of the Institute of American Studies, China Institutes of Contemporary
International Relations (CICIR), once served as director of the Institute of World Political Studies
of the CICIR. His main research fields are international strategic situation, American internal affairs
and diplomacy, Sino-US relations and holistic approach to national security.
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《大国运势 2050》 王鸿刚 著
Fortune of A Great Power 2050 by Wang Honggang.

9787521729993|344p|69.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.5|30,000 copies| All rights available
Starting from Marx's “world history” and based on hundreds of
years as the time coordinates, the author extracted the deep-seated laws
about the rise and fall of modern great powers, and applies them to the
United States, the leading country of the current international system,
aiming to systematically analyze the fortune of the United States
before the middle of the 21st century. The author observes the strength
and future of the United States from an economic perspective, explores
the genetic defects and institutional shortcomings of the national
governance system of the United States from a political perspective,
and explores the internally instable mechanism of the United States
and its influence on the fortune of the country from a social perspective. The conclusion is thus
drawn that the world is in a new round of crisis, various contradictions will erupt intensively, and
the dominant position of the United States will become increasingly unstable. The profound
reshaping of the international system and the replacement of the old leading power by a new one
will probably occur in the next few decades.
When the changes in the past century are accelerating and the game between China and the
United States is escalating day by day, China, as a latecomer, can have a deeper understanding of
the evolution laws of world modernization and recognize China's historical mission and direction
of efforts only by thinking about the future and destiny of the United States and its impact on the
changes in the world in a long-term and forward-looking way.
Wang Honggang, director of the Institute of American Studies, China Institutes of Contemporary
International Relations (CICIR), once served as director of the Institute of World Political Studies
of the CICIR. His main research fields are international strategic situation, American internal affairs
and diplomacy, Sino-US relations and holistic approach to national security.
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《野未来》王威廉著作
Wild Future by William Wang
9787521729870 |352p|55.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.6|6,000 copies| All rights available
Wild Future, a collection of science realism fiction, comprises 11
stories with themes ranging from the impact of GPS technology on
lives and memories, the disruption of real human connections by
instant messaging, the detriment to memory authenticity by the
tampering of backup memories, the damage of a massive volume of
information on emotions and experiences, and the human exploration
of black holes and space ...
The protagonists all intentionally or unintentionally return to
their old lives, maintain their old habits and choose to be “backward".
These people, who live in the future, return to the old days to avoid
anxiety. In these stories, we can clearly distinguish whether we have a
meaningful life or not. The short story of the same name "Wild Future" has been translated into
Japanese and Korean, and "Post Life" has been translated into Korean.
William Wang, who specializes in realistic themes, has incorporated his expertise in physics,
philosophy and anthropological thinking into this collection. The book attempts to explore the
changes and confusions in certain stages of the human future: Cab drivers are laid off due to the
popularity of driverless technology; an underclass man is able to break into the future world;
emotion and memory can be removed from human beings; earthlings are secretly hijacked by
aliens...

《塔鱼浜自然史》邹汉明
A Bygone Life in Tayubang by Zou Hanming
9787521730562|416p|68.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.6|5,500 copies| All rights available
After the demolition of Tayubang, the author's hometown,
he began to recall his hometown when he was a child by starting
with an old bowl.
The book starts from "a bowl" and is divided into seven parts:
"Geography", "Notes to Geography: My Father's Old House",
"Seasons", "Animals", "Insects", "Farming Activities", and
"Grass and Trees: Supplement to Farming Activities". With
things as themes, the author describes the life of rural people in
the south of the Yangtze River by recalling and writing through
"keywords".
The author makes records for things. Using details of his childhood as clues, the author
writes about the daily life of "people in nature" in his hometown: places, insects and animals,
festivals, grass and trees... Many fragments of memory form a complete picture, showing the
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details of rural life in the south of the Yangtze River, and describing the vivid life in region of
rivers and lakes. This is a "natural local chronicles” in literary form, and a "poetic memory of
scenery in the south of the Yangtze River".
Zou Hanming, a poet and writer, is a member of the Zhejiang Provincial Writers Association,
and now works for Jiaxing Newspaper. He has published Life in Jiangnan, Youth Travel, and
Biography of Mu Dan.

《幻兽之吻》 周晓枫 著
Kiss of Animals by Zhou Xiaofeng

9787521728309|300p|68.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.5|8,000 copies| All rights available
Zhou Xiaofeng, the winner of the Lu Xun Literature Prize and the
essayist of the year of the Media Award for Chinese-Language Literature,
has written a new book after four years, interpreting human and animals and
gaining insight into human nature, with many golden sentences. The book is
known as the sample and model of prose.
Kiss of Animals contains nine new essays by Zhou Xiaofeng. It is a vivid
"field" text about stray cats and the encounter and parting with two pet
groundhogs; she not only dissects the fairy tales which are pure on the
surface but bloody on the inside, but also portrays and describes the women
writers who shine in the starry sky; she records the flight, the dream, and also pays tribute to the
spiritual animals in the world... Zhou Xiaofeng casts aside her prejudices and goes straight to the
heart with a unique style that is highly recognizable. She reveals the truth behind the playground,
and discloses the secrets hidden in life.
Zhou Xiaofeng has published prose collections including Stripes: Map on Animal Skin, Collection:
A Book of Time, Your Body is a Wonderland, Deaf Angel, A Singing Whale, and Like Migratory
Birds, and has won the Lu Xun Literature Prize, Zhu Ziqing Prose Award, People's Literature Award,
etc. She has also published children's stories including Little Wings, Star Fish, and Your Good
Intentions Look Like a Bad Idea, and has won awards such as China Great Book, Laureate Children's
Book and Children's Book of the Year in the China Children's Book List.

《在人间：肿瘤科女医生亲历记录》沈琳、戴志悦编
In the World: Personal Experience Records of Female Oncologists by Shen Lin and Dai Zhiyue

9787521730531|328p|68.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.6|10,000 copies| All rights available
In the World: Personal Experience Records of Female Oncologists is a book about medical
humanities. It brings together the insights and feelings of 17 female doctors engaged in clinical
oncology in China during their medical career.
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It is possible to observe society and human nature through the
profession of doctors, and malignant tumors (cancer) are a touchstone,
testing not only the doctor and the patient, but also everyone close to the
patient. Oncologists introduce the real situation of tumor, as well as the real
situation of patients suffering from tumor and their families. In this book,
every story is true, and every story is unforgettable to the narrator. This book
describes the psychological journey of oncologists. We hope every reader
can see the light and heat of humanity, realize that life is precious,
understand the relationship between doctors and patients, and feel the
warmth of the world.
Shen Lin is a chief physician, professor, and Ph.D. supervisor. She is currently Vice President of
Beijing Cancer Hospital, Director of Department of Gastrointestinal Oncology and Deputy Director
of Beijing Institute for Cancer Research.
Dai Zhiyue has worked in the media industry for 22 years, including 15 years in the medical field.
She is now an independent medical humanities journalist and a writer who has lived in Europe for
a long time. She is the author of Meeting Famous Oncology Doctors and Biography of Guo Yinglu,
a series of biographies of academicians of the Chinese Academy of Engineering.

《避疫六记》冯仑著
Notes on Fighting Against COVID-19 by Feng Lun

9787521726985|200p|49.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.2|12,000 copies| All rights available
In 2020, an epidemic changed all of our lives.
This book records Feng Lun's stories and thoughts about his
life after the outbreak of COVID-19. This book comprises six parts:
“Notes on Reading Books," “Notes on Fighting Against COVID19," "Notes on Living with Parents," "Records of Historic Sites,"
“In Memory of the Dead," and "Notes on Clever Storage Skills,"
covering daily reading habits and insights, stories of living with
parents, and his own past experience with illness. These stories
reflect the author's profound and positive life insights.
Feng Lun is the founder of Vantone Group and Chairman of the Board of Directors of Yufeng Group.
He has published books including Rapid Growth, Fancy Dream, Smart Time, Perseverance Leads
the Way to Victory, and How to Get Things Done, expressing a businessman's position, telling a
businessman's story, and passing on business wisdom.
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《少年、胭脂与灵怪》周恺著
Boys, Girls and Elfs by Zhou Kai

9787521732962|216p|49.00|203mm x 130mm|2021.7| All rights available
Boys, Girls and Elfs is a collection of ten short stories, and it is a
collection of works by young writer Zhou Kai in recent ten years. Most
of the stories have been published in Chutzpah!, and the story is
mainly written in Sichuan dialect. “Sunset, Like Her, Sky Window”
and “Water Life” depict a group of boys and girls in small towns in
southern Sichuan, while “Attractive Red Lip, Ladyboy” and “These
Love and Fear” tell a few anecdotes of small towns in a border area
with a gothic writing style.
Zhou Kai is a writer signed by Ba Jin Literary Academy in 2017. In
2012, Zhou Kai published his first story, i.e., “Ladyboy” in Chutzpah!, and his other stories were
published in Young Writers, Mountain Flowers, Works, etc. He was awarded the "New Era Global
Chinese-Language Youth Literature Award".

《所有的风只向她们吹》刘汀著
All the Wind Blows Only to Them by Liu Ting
9787521732030|315p|58.00|185mm x 130mm|2021.7|All rights available
This book includes four novellas about four contemporary
women in their twenties, thirties, forties and fifties, and these women
have experienced the transition between the countryside and the city.
The author named them "Plum Blossom, Orchid, Bamboo and
Chrysanthemum". These women were once marginalized, but then
they showed their talents in different social classes, rising and falling
in the tide of the times. At present, women's status, urban-rural gap
and urbanization are hot topics. It is these events that constitute
milestones of our time. This book summarizes these milestone events
and depicts a group of women in an era. They are like four persons
and a group of people, who can be seen everywhere in daily life. They have the ability to overcome
difficulties, and everyone "lives hard and lives wonderfully".
Liu Ting is a young writer with a doctorate in literature. Liu Ting has published novels including
“Letters from Buke Village and A Brief History of Youth,” a collection of short stories including
“Stories of Chinese”, and a collection of essays including “Other People's Lives and Hometown”.
He was awarded the New Talent Award in the 99read New Novelist Competition.
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《人间我来过》 那多 著
I've Been Here Before by Na Duo
9787521733952|352p|59.80|210mm x 147mm|2021.9|All rights available
Na Duo, a writer of suspenseful works, published his new
novel I've Been Here Before based on real events. From the first
sentence of the novel, lots of suspense keeps touching your heart.
Based on a real event, the story tells a desperate truth in a prosperous
city, where an ordinary person commits crazy crimes because of his
dignity. Pending cases were re-investigated, and the murderer was
arrested. When I read this story for the first time, my heart was full
of disappointment and sadness. When I read this story for the second
time, I still feel sad, but I can also feel that people care about each
other. This story is full of suspense, and its ending is very sad.
Na Duo, whose real name is Zhao Yan, is a native of Shanghai. He worked as a civil servant and
journalist, and then started a business. Now he is a full-time writer. He began publishing his works
in 2001 and has written more than thirty novels, including the Three Kingdoms series, the Na Duo
Handbook series, and the Witchcraft series. The total sales volume of his works is up to millions of
copies. After 2012, his works has shifted to the present and is known for his interrogation of human
nature. He has published crime/society novels including Murder Cases in Nineteen Years and
Knight's Sacrifice, and I've Been Here Before published in 2021 is his new works to explore human
nature and the essence of life.
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《人间行走：向着通透与自由》郭城著
Live a Life: With Wisdom and Freedom by Guo Cheng
9787521731194 |336p|68.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.5|18,000 copies| Vietnamese rights sold
This is a self-improvement book that shares the right attitude towards
life. Through interesting and philosophical words, this book helps us
correctly view the problems we often encounter in our lives, such as
prejudice, interpersonal communication, loneliness, love, marriage and so
on. This book has a unique structure. It elaborates the theme and explains
the problems that plague our lives by combining fiction and reality. By
sharing philosophical perceptions in an usual incisive style of writing, the
author guides readers to look at the world more thoroughly and emancipate
their minds to realize their freedom of mind.
Guo Cheng, known as “Mr. Ponder”, used to be the talk show planner of Guangdong TV's Caijing
Langyan, and the producer and trainer of Mr. Ponder's theater talk show. He has published some
best-selling books such as Live Your Life with Humor, Someday You Will Understand and Trainer.
《这是一个好问题》知乎快闪课堂 著
It's a Good Question by Zhihu Flash Class
9787521727623 |356p|78.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.5|7,000 copies| All rights available
This book is a collection of high-quality content of offline knowledge
sharing in Zhihu Flash Class. This book includes 25 interesting and
enlightening lessons which are popular among young people. Zhihu Flash
Class is a deep learning event for the knowledge that tens of thousands of
Zhihu users have verified. Speakers from various professional fields share
knowledge about life, career, new knowledge and culture according to the
hot topics that everyone cares about, so as to help young people broaden
their horizons and enhance their breadth of thinking. Interesting questions
discussed in the book include “Why is economics interesting?” “How to understand a Chinese
painting?” “How did Li Qingzhao struggle alone against male power?”
Zhihu Flash Class is a nationwide knowledge-sharing event that was launched in September 2018
and has covered 18 cities across China for two and a half years. A total of more than 200 offline
events were held.
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《掌控演讲：关键时刻轻松表达》陈飞 著
Mastering Your Speech: Easy Expression at Key Moments by Chen Fei
9787521728989 |288p|59.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.3|20,000 copies| All rights available
In this book, Chen Fei, a judge of the National Speech Contest
and speech training instructor, summarizes 33 training techniques
for presentation, sorts out ten dimensions of communication, and
provides methods and techniques to improve presentation and
communication skills.
This book has two major highlights: Firstly, it provides
organized knowledge. It covers multiple disciplines and analyzes
the communication principle, allowing readers to understand both
communication and the nature of communication; secondly, it
provides specific scenarios. The book covers 90% of the common communication problems.
Therefore, communication skills provided in the book can be put into practical use, so that every
reader can communicate efficiently.
Chen Fei is vice president of the Speech Association of Hubei Province, chairman on duty of the
Joint Conference of Chairman for the National Provincial Speech Society, and an expert of the
expert committee of Speech and Eloquence (a core Chinese journal). She has served as a judge and
commentator for many speech contests at all levels, including the National Speech Contest, and is
often invited to give lectures on speech for Party and government offices, colleges and universities,
large state-owned enterprises and institutions.

《改变人生的谈话》 黄启团 著
Life Changing Communication by Huang Qituan
9787521726787|368p|68.00|230mm x 155mm|2021.3|40,000 copies| Traditional Chinese and
Korean rights sold
As a senior psychology instructor, Huang Qituan combines
psychology knowledge and communication skills in this book. This book
includes

Communication

Focus,

Communication

Assumptions,

Communication Framework, Communication Categorization Method,
Hypnotic Communication, Anti-Negative Hypnotic Communication,
Magic

Communication,

Communication,

Consistent

Sensory

Communication,

Communication,

and

Rational
Non-Literal

Communication. This book comprises 8 major thinking frameworks and
54 smart language patterns, helping readers solve 90% of ineffective
communication.
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Huang Qituan is a senior psychology instructor, an applied psychology promoter, and a psychology
writer, and he is also an entrepreneur and angel investor. For more than 20 years, he has focused on
the education and dissemination of psychology application, trained more than 100,000 students, and
provided nearly 10,000 hours of personal consulting services. He is the author of popular
psychology books including Circle Breakthrough and You Teach People What They Do to You.

《写作训练课：轻松写出好文章》张凯著
Introduction to Writing Skills: To Be Excellent Writer by Zhang Kai
9787521725322|256p|58.00|210mm x 155mm|2021.2|7,000 copies| All rights available
Writing is a vital skill for modern professionals. This book mainly
consists of some principles with general significance and the author's
experience, and its core contents are understanding writing, adjusting
writing feeling, practicing writing skills and so on. With specific
examples, Zhang Kai provides methods to improve writing and
introduces how to establish a correct view of writing, with a view to
helping people who love writing break down psychological barriers
encountered in writing, solve common problems encountered in the
writing process, and learn effective writing methods. This book helps
readers become an excellent writer and build their own personal brand.
Zhangkai is a senior video producer and the founder of Knowledge IP Academy. He is the person
in charge of the WeChat Official Account named “Reading activities of Excellent People”, and a
lecturer of “How to Read Fast” which is a high-quality course in Iget App with nearly 100,000
listeners. He is also the reader of “Listen to a Book a Day” which is a high-quality program in Iget
App, and his readings include The Glory and the Dream, Superforecasting: The Art and Science of
Prediction, Sociology of Love and Adult: ADHD.

《南方周末写作课》南方周末 著
Writing Class of Southern Weekly by Southern Weekly
9787521723694|376p|59.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.4|18,000 copies| All rights available
This is the first book on writing skills that Southern Weekly has made available to the public,
covering formulas and a five-step storytelling method for telling fascinating stories. The "five-step
storytelling method" includes the determination of the topic, the construction of the structure, the
acquisition of clues, the organization of the narrative, and the presentation of details, helping you
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eliminate all kinds of obstacles encountered in writing and
communication - "difficult to choose a topic", "poor writing", "lack
of focus in speech", "reporting anxiety", etc.
This book analyzes more than 80 cases of real stories, as well
as the representative works of outstanding feature reporters,
presenting the charm of writing in its entirety. It is a reference book
for media practitioners, new media practitioners, advertising
practitioners and other text practitioners, as well as a study book for
professionals to conduct business communication, negotiation,
presentation, records keeping and daily communication.
Southern Weekly is one of the leaders in practicing integrated development of media in China. At
present, Southern Weekly, Southern People Weekly and Pumpkin Vision are subordinated to Southern
Weekly Newspapers, with over 62.34 million readers and subscribers. As a pioneering media
organization, Southern Weekly is the first to launch a feature writing program in China, applying
nonfiction writing techniques to the innovation of news genres and training many excellent
journalists and writers.
《潜意识知道答案：认识你不知道的自己》朱建军著
Subconscious Mind Knows the Answers: Knowing the Self You Don't Know by Zhu Jianjun
9787521727449|280p|52.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.3|7,000 copies| All rights available
If you often feel lost, if you long for something but are afraid
to have it, if you try but can't change yourself, then you may need to
look into your subconscious mind.
Imagery communication, recognized as an effective way for
Chinese people to understand their subconscious mind, was founded
by a well-known Chinese psychologist, Mr. Zhu Jianjun. Combined
with

Mr.

Zhu's

Imagery

Communication

Psychotherapy,

Subconscious Mind Knows the Answers provides practical methods
in six areas: inner mind, action, relationship, career, past, and future,
to help readers go deep into their own subconscious mind so that they can truly understand
themselves and live the life they want.
Dr. Zhu Jianjun, a professor in the Department of Psychology of Beijing Forestry University and
a registered psychological supervisor, has been engaged in psychological counseling for more than
30 years and has established imagery communication therapy and regression therapy for
psychological counseling. He has published more than 40 books, and his research interests cover
psychological counseling and treatment, cultural psychology, environmental psychology, TCM
psychology and other fields.
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《女孩别怕》田静·女孩别怕团队 著
Don't Be Afraid, My Girls by Tian Jing & Team of Don't Be Afraid, My Girls
9787521722901|240p|49.80|210mm x 147mm|2021.1|30,000 copies| All rights available
Don't Be Afraid, My Girls is a book by SHOUBU which is a
popular social media platform about city women's safety that
belongs to mzmojo, a WeChat Official Account with tens of
millions of followers. The book provides safety solutions for
metropolitan women. The book shares useful experiences on
female safety in three sections - Double Trap: The Internet Brings
New Types of Harm; Dangerous Relationships: Deception and
Harm in Intimate Relationships; Physiological Blindness: Don't
Waste Your Money and You'll Suffer Less. “Rumor Refutal”,
“Industry Glossary”, and “Don't Be Afraid” in the Appendix provide useful and practical
information for women from the perspective of identification, awakening, and mutual support.
This book provides practical and useful solutions for dealing with new scams in the Internet
era. This book offers practical ways to deal with new, hidden, and embarrassed injuries. This book
is a collection of women's safety knowledge, selected from more than 400 articles on safety issues
of concern to women.
“Don't Be Afraid, My Girls” is a program on the popular social media platform about women's
safety that belongs to mzmojo, a WeChat Official Account with tens of millions of followers.
《最难的事其实最简单》施俊侃 著
The Hardest Task is Actually the Easiest One by Shi Junkan
9787521732733|245p|68.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.8|9,000 copies| All rights available
The outbreak of COVID-19 in 2020 has added more
uncertainty to the severe employment situation. In the face of
changes, how can professionals turn crises into opportunities?
Faced with career bottlenecks, how can professionals reach a
higher career ceiling? In the post-epidemic era, how can people
make continuous progress in the face of adversity?
In this book, the author recalls his experience of becoming a
senior lawyer from a situation where he often failed his classes,
took part-time jobs and was almost on the verge of dropping out
of school. Focusing on the growth challenges that plague young people, this book shares how
ordinary people with limited resources can break through inherent limitations and make
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extraordinary achievements. In an era of continuous change, what are the constant principles and
methods? This book helps professionals reach a higher career ceiling to achieve lifelong learning
and growth.
Shi Junkan is a member of the Advisory Committee of Lan Hai Institute. He was formerly General
Manager of Accenture's Asia Pacific Regional Legal Department and Managing Director of the
Legal Department in Greater China. He has 25 years of cross-regional legal experience in the hightech and telecommunications industries, including 18 years in two Fortune 500 companies and 7
years in an international law firm.

《韧性成长 : 终身进益的 16 个心智升级模型》文娅，仲佳伟
Growth with Resilience: 16 Upgraded Mental Models for Lifelong Benefit by Teaya Wen &
Zhong Jiawei
9787521733198|371p|59.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.8|All rights available
Mental model determines a person's ability to judge, analyze,
decide and act, but most people's mental models are in their original
state. When encountering confusion and frustration, they will be at a
loss, hesitant, sensitive, and unable to focus. In fact, like other skills
that are not taught in school or society, mental model is something
that is learned on one’s own initiative, consciously mastered, and
practiced on a daily basis. Four typical life scenarios are provided in
this book: “Being True to Yourself,” “Cultivating the Heart,”
“Adapting to the Environment,” and “Influencing Others”. This book
analyzes 16 specific cases corresponding to these scenarios, in the hope of inspiring everyone to
seize the opportunity of mental practice in daily affairs and turn confusion and challenges into
epiphany and growth.
This book also shares dozens of practical methods that can be used in combination with scientific
research in many fields to help you better form and upgrade your mind, and make your thinking
clearer and your mind more resilient, so that you can live with a greater sense of purpose and
achievement, and take control of and enjoy your life in a sustainable manner.
Teaya Wen and Zhong Jiawei are both consultants and a couple who have been together for 15
years. In the first ten years of her career, Teaya Wen worked for Ogilvy, JD and Edelman, and later
founded Wenzhong Consulting, providing customized consulting services for growing companies
on scientific decision-making, efficient collaboration and brand reputation. Zhong Jiawei is the head
of B2B business of Edelman China and a senior consultant in the field of corporate reputation
management. They have published books including Guidance for Improving Communication Skills
of Middle Management, Difficult Communication: Excellent Communication Skills to Resolve
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Conflict and Win Trust, Communication with High EQ: Speaking Skills to Win Trust and Change
Your Life, and Eloquent Speaker and Effective Performer: Making Progress with High EQ.

《幸福的出路：亲密关系的幻想、真相与抉择》王星,王珊 著
The Way to Happiness: Illusion, Truth and Choices in Intimate Relationships by Wang Xing &
Wang Shan
9787521733402|304p|68.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.8| All rights available
This book is part of the "New Family" series of Sanlian Life
Weekly. The book is divided into three parts. The first part focuses on
the research on concepts, the difficult relationship between marriage
and love in the formation and evolution of the marriage system, and the
process of their integration, separation and reintegration; the other two
parts are mainly about the confusion, sobriety, courage, pursuit and
choice of modern human beings in pursuing love and managing
marriage through real cases. Each article focuses on one perspective,
such as relationship matching, communication in marriage, problems in marriage, and repair of
marital relationships. By sharing real stories and with the diagnosis of marriage experts, this book
is dedicated to finding the path to happiness.
Wang Xing is the editor of PHILHARMONIC under Sanlian Life Weekly. She was the editor-inchief of WISSEN and the leader writer of Sanlian Life Weekly, as well as the editor and author of
several columns. Wang Shan, leader writer of the Department of Social Affairs of Sanlian Life
Weekly, is mainly engaged in reporting on hot social issues and social events, especially good at
reporting people's stories.
《羽来信》祝羽婕 著
Zhu’s Letters by Zhu Yujie
9787521734850|372p|58.00|203mm x 130mm|2021.9|All rights available
This book is about 30 questions about "how to live a good life". It
relates to the perplexity of young people and attempts to regain genuine
connection and understanding among people.
This book is a collection of Zhu Yujie's daily correspondence with her
friends. In these letters, Zhu Yujie asks her friends about her confusion.
The questions and answers are related to current life, including love and
loneliness, individual values, art and writing, craftsmanship spirit, identity
anxiety and idealism. Zhu Yujie had honestly raised her own confusion,
and turned her questions into definite answers through these letters.
Through this book, we can better understand life and find our own answers.
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Zhu Yujie, a writer and translator, is a member of the Shanghai Writers’ Association and an art
curator. She is also a goodwill ambassador with social media influence for VisitBritain China. She
is the author of books including Discovering the Joy in Work, The World is Never Silent, and
Wonderful Feelings in Gallery, and has translated Playing to the Gallery, Renaissance People, and
And Our Faces, My Heart, Brief as Photos.
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《好家，这样营造》好好住著
Make A Sweet Home by Haohaozhu
9787521731194 |324p|128.00|260mm x 185mm|2021.6|9,000 copies| All rights available
The book provides readers with 104 “sweet home” case studies
collected by the residential interior design platform “Haohaozhu”. The
content is mainly divided by house/flat layouts with additional chapters
covering special topics on floor plan, interior decoration design and
dining room and kitchen refurbishing, aiming to provide practical
analysis to address interior furbishing challenges. Key labels included
in the book, such as number of families, house location, usable area,
layout and cost, provide readers of varied expectation to their living
spaces with more specific information of reference. The 104 cases
carefully selected for the book contain case description, detailed explanation with images, and indepth commentary by professional reviewers; designers and interior design practitioners can benefit
from it with knowledge of some of the best practices and leading trends in the industry, while
common readers can be inspired with useful ideas about how to decorate or design their own home.
As China’s leading consumer platform for residential interior design and designers, “Haohaozhu”
is devoted to build close relationship between Chinese consumers and interior designers, to be able
to lead China’s interior design fashion and to excavate emerging talents in this field.

《癌症·防御》 李治中著
Cancer Prevention by LI Zhizhong
9787521730753 |362p|59.80|210mm x 147mm|2021.7|22,000 copies| All rights available
Significant new popular science book on Cancer in 2021 by
Wenjin Book Award winner and popular science writer LI Zhizhong!
From the perspective of prevention, the book provides readers easy
to understand explanation about cancer and a practical guide on how
to avoid developing it in our daily life.
The author clearly states the importance of cancer prevention
at the forefront of the book and proposes a two-tier concept of
prevention. The main body of content is divided into nine sections
where the first one is to introduce some basic knowledge about
cancer, and then followed by the explanation of the causes of cancer
with information organized to the order of congenital reasons such as gene to acquired causes such
as diet and to potential risks in the surroundings of our life and the threat of infection. Build on that,
the sixth section focuses on how to prevent, as much as possible, various types of cancer through
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health screenings. The book also considerately clarifies some widely spread rumors and common
misconceptions about cancer to help readers understand about the disease sensibly through a
scientific approach.
Author LI Zhizhong is a renowned popular science writer and a guest professor at Peking
University School of Pharmaceutical Sciences. He holds an undergraduate degree at Tsinghua
University and a PhD in Cancer Biology at Duke University, USA. He has a pseudonym named
“Boluo” (pineapple) and owns a personal Wechat account called “Boluoyinzi” (pineapple factor).
He has produced a number of best-selling titles including “Cancer Insights” and “Frontline Report”.

《日本料理完全图鉴》王奕龙著
The Complete Illustrated Guide to Japanese Cuisine by WANG Yilong
9787521731408 |264p|88.00|260mm x 185mm|2021.7|13,000 copies| All rights available
An exhaustive guide for food-hunting and a
comprehensively illustrated encyclopedia of Japanese cuisine in
the world.
The book covers 13 most representative Japanese cuisines,
namely, sushi, Kaiseki cuisine, tempura (Japanese deep-fried
vegetables), donburi (a bowl of rice with simmered dish/various
sashimi on top), noodles, nabe cuisine, wagyu beef, crab, izakaya
(traditional Japanese-style bar), Japanese breakfast, Japanese
local cuisines, wakashi (Japanese sweet pastry) and sake
(Japanese alcohol), informing readers about which ones worth trying and how you should eat them.
It provides stepwise analysis to the sourcing of food and type of ingredients, as well as the way to
eat each cuisine accompanied by good restaurant recommendations and the author’s personal review.
With its rich content and comprehensive analysis as well as intriguing and easy to understand writing,
the book can ascend anyone from a Japanese food noob to an expert.
WANG Yilong is an architect born in the late 1980s and a passionate fan of Japanese cuisine. Owing
to his extensive experience in travel whose track has already covered most of the world and deep
love to Japanese food, he has already “picked” over 200 Michelin stars for Japanese restaurants over
the world.
《海蒂的花园》 海妈著
Heydear Garden by Hai Ma
9787521729610|228p|78.00|230mm x 170mm|2021.4|40,000 copies| All rights available
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From a computer salesperson who was unsuccessful and lost to an
expert gardening blogger with 5 million followers, Hai Ma presents to
readers the romance and poetry of 15 private gardens and shares her 13
years’ knowledge and experience in looking after flowers and making
gardens. 13 years’ entrepreneurship and moved 13 times, she has never
once felt miserable, instead, her love for gardening has being ever so
dearly. She has made her hobby into a career for the whole family and
built two dream-like gardens with her husband, two daughters and her
parents. They plant and sell lovely flowers with a life that many wishes
for.
Hai Ma’s real name is QIU Yaming, an entrepreneur in gardening in the City of Chengdu. She is
the owner-principle of Heydear and Lulu’s Garden and the garden library. Hai Ma was invited to
attend the 2019 Global Conference on Women and Entrepreneurship as one of the ten women
entrepreneur representatives from the globe.
《你为什么拍不出好照片》 陆奇著
Why Can’t You Take A Good Photo by Lu Qi
9787521729009|304p|68.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.4|9,000 copies| All rights available

The book takes a different approach from the conventional
“instruction manual” style publications on photography and uses a large
amount of real photos and imagines as examples to share with readers
useful knowledge on how to take a good picture. Each chapter is concisely
and explicitly written with time-tested experience and creditable
information in an easy-to-read style. It covers a range of topics including
photographing techniques, practice, image thinking, aesthetic judgment
and how one can test and expand their ability.
LU Qi is a pioneer in family photography who has explored this field since 2010. He has participated
in establishing a family photography learning and communication platform called “FamilyDiary”
in 2016.
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《大使衣橱》 傅莹著
Ambassador’s Wardrobe by FU Ying
9787521726923|350p|118.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.5|22,000 copies| All rights available
Ambassador FU Ying tells interesting stories about her
personal journey on diplomacy, etiquette and apparel.
Based on her own experience of the diplomacy career, the
author unfolds a story about growth in the learning and improving
of diplomatic etiquette. She not only discusses about how to decide
the appropriate apparel for varied occasions in the book but makes
effort to also explain the underlined logic and connotation of these
etiquettes—in other words—how to decently express your opinion
with respect to the others and face the world with grace.
FU Ying was once the Director-General of the Department of Asian
Affairs of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People's Republic of China. She had also worked
as the ambassador of China in the Philippines, Australia and the United Kingdom, and the Deputy
Minister for Foreign Affairs of China. In 2018, FU was given the position of part-time professor at
Tsinghua University and established the Centre for International Security and Strategy at the
university.

《中国的味道》小宽 著
The Taste of China by Xiao Kuan
9787521724080|224p|59.00|210mm x 135mm|2020.12|11,000 copies| All rights available
A book of essays about delicious cuisine of unique Chinese
tastes; a scroll of vivid images of warm human feelings.
The first part of the book includes 84 kinds of cuisines and
beverage as well as the scenery of different places in China and
categorizes them into five chapters as, namely, “the Four Seasons”,
“Five Flavors”, “Delicacy”, “Small Dish” and “Tea”; the second part,
in a free and relaxing style, introduces tasty cuisines discovered by
the author when wandering through 12 Chinese cities and their story
of origin.
Xiao Kuan is a food writer and media veteran who has worked as the consultant for high quality
TV programs on food “A Bite of China” and “Once Upon a Bite”. He began to work as a food
journalist for The Beijing News in 2003 and was later given the position of Editor-in-Chief at Sohu’s
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food channel. He is now the owner-principle of food rating platform “Yidakou”.

《推开红酒的门》 醉鹅娘 著
Welcome to Wine by Zui eniang
9787521724974|308p|69.00|210mm x 147mm|2021.1|100,000 copies| Thai edition sold
This is a beginner’s guide to wine.
Starting from practical scenarios and common misunderstandings
about wine, the author has constructed a complete “pyramid system”
for acquiring and improving the knowledge of wine based on his longterm learning experience and teaching practice. With straightforward
and easy-to-understand language, she is good at explaining the
seemingly complicated and professional theoretical knowledge about
wine clearly. The book covers a wide range of topics from the theory
of the classification of wine, principle of fermentation, quality standard
to the selection, appreciation and useful daily wine serving scenarios
as well as the varieties and the formation of regions of wine.
ZUI Eniang (real name: WANG Shenghan) is graduated from Wine Management major at Brown
university in the US and Le Cordon Bleu of France and the founder and CEO of Beijing Lady
Penguin Wines & Spirits Co., LTD. She has designed and created the “WinePro” wine education
course system and won the 2020 Sabre Awards Annual Women Founder reward. She also ranks as
an outstanding entrepreneur in the “2017 Forbes 30 Under 30” list.
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